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1. Introduction
1.1 Background and objectives of the survey
Objectives
To investigate the feasibility of introduction of a new Japanese traffic system (Automated Guideway
Transit, AGT) as a main urban traffic system for the center of Da Nang, for the construction of a sustainable
urban traffic system in Da Nang City, Vietnam.
Background
Da Nang is the third-largest city in Vietnam, and as the population and number of tourists, etc., continues
to increase, the city has seen remarkable growth as a gateway to the East-West Economic Corridor, and
there are likely to be large scale development plans such as many industrial estates, the port area, etc. On
the other hand with the rapid progress of motorization, with the present rate of progress severe traffic
congestion is unavoidable as the city grows. Therefore, it is an urgent task to develop a sustainable urban
traffic system that is consistent with the future vision of Da Nang City, and the master plan for urban traffic
formulated in 2013 is scheduled to be amended by the end of 2019.
Against this background, the aim of this project is to propose a solution that can solve the urban traffic
issues of Da Nang City by introducing high-quality Japanese traffic infrastructure. In this way AGT can
become incorporated into the next urban traffic master plan as the core urban traffic system of Da Nang
City, which would result in the promotion of overseas expansion of Japanese traffic infrastructure.
The implementation system is investigated, including stakeholders. Also, the schedule for the AGT
development project is investigated, based on the status of development of other traffic infrastructure
within Vietnam.
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Figure 1-1 Investigation Flow Chart
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1.2 Survey implementation system
The survey implementation system is as follows.

Pacific Consultants Co., Ltd.
（Subcontractor）

（Subcontractor）

Japan Transportation Planning
Association
Nippon Koei Co., Ltd.

Koei Research & Consulting Inc.

Chuo Fukken Consultants Co., Ltd.

（Cooperative Enterprise）
Marubeni Corporation
Marubeni Vietnam Company Limited
Mitsubishi Heavy Industries Engineering

Figure 1-2 Implementation Structure of Investigation
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2. Benefits to Vietnam of Implementation of the Project
2.1 Potential of Da Nang city as a hub in the center of Vietnam
Da Nang City is a core city of the Central Focal Economic Zone (CFEZ) of Vietnam, and has a
population of 1.018 million (in 2016). It is also the Eastern Gateway to the East-West Economic Corridor
(EWEC), and has potential as a core location for Vietnam and the surrounding countries.
After the Vietnam War ports and factories were constructed and underwent rapid growth as an industrial
city, and in particular in recent years the growth of IT business has been remarkable.
Also, it is endowed with beautiful beach resorts and World Heritage sites in the surrounding areas, so it
has potential as a tourist spot for visitors from all over the world. In 2017 the Asia-Pacific Economic
Cooperation (APEC) conference was held there, so it also has potential for the Meeting, Incentives,
Conference and Exhibition (MICE) business.
Although focusing on industrial development and tourist development, they are also actively dealing
with environmental problems, such as the “Da Nang City- an Environmental City” declaration, and in 2011
it was awarded the “Asean Environmentally Sustainable Cities Award”, the only city in Vietnam, and one
of 10 cities in ASEAN.
In this way Da Nang City has placed emphasis on IT and tourism as important industries, and in its
development vision and targets it aims to grow as a sustainable city that balances both economic growth
and environmental conservation to become an environmental city (realization of an Eco-Tech area).

2.2 Future prospects for Da Nang City
Growth and expansion of the city
At present the population is about 1 million, but the target for 2025 in the urban master plan (in the case
of Scenario 3) is 2 million, so there is likely to be a large increase in the population in the near future, and
further growth in the city is expected, and corresponding development of the urban infrastructure is
required.
About 30 years ago Da Nang was a compact city with the population concentrated in an area around the
western side of the mouth of the Han River, but the built-up area has sprawled to the outskirts.
The urban master plan assumes a polynuclear urban structure having suburban cores, and in the future
population framework also it is assumed that the suburban areas will further develop.
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Figure 2-1 Future land use plan
Source: Amendment of general master plan of Danang city to 2030, vision to year 2050
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Expansion of motorization
The number of motor cycles and automobiles has greatly increased, although not to the same extent as
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, and this trend will continue into the future.
The development of the road infrastructure in Da Nang City is comparatively good, so at present chronic
congestion does not occur, and, the congested locations are limited. However there is a strong possibility
that with the expansion of the city and the progression of motorization the traffic congestion will become
worse at an accelerating rate.
Associated with this it is anticipated that the number of traffic accidents will increase, and the roadside
environment will deteriorate due to exhaust gas, noise and vibration, etc., and it is anticipated that
emissions of greenhouse gases such as CO2, etc., will increase.
There are expectations for conversion from motor bike and automobile use to public transport, but at
present the only public transport in Da Nang City is by bus, the route network is limited, and public
transport only has a 4% share. Note that in the urban master plan, the development of BRT, LRT, Metro,
etc., is planned.
Development as a tourist resort area
The number of tourists visiting Da Nang City is increasing, to the beautiful beach resorts that extend on
the east side of the city, and to the World Heritage sites in nearby areas (Hoi An, Hue, etc.). This trend
will continue in the future, and by 2025 it is forecast that the number of tourists will be 10.15 million, or
2.2 times the present number.
In the area to the east of the Han River the environment for holding international conventions is being
developed, such as the APEC conference which was held in the Ariyana Convention Centre in 2017. In
addition many events are being held, so it is expected that it will develop as a tourist area for MICE, etc.,
in addition to the conventional resorts.
On the other hand, the means of transport for visitors such as tourists, etc., is limited to taxis and tourist
buses, so mobility is low. It is important to ensure that there are means of transport for the visitors that will
greatly increase in the future.
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2.3 Problems and issues of the city and traffic in the future
It is expected that with the growth and expansion of Da Nang City in the future, the rate of motorization
will increase, and the city will further develop as a resort area. However if no measures are taken at present,
congestion will become worse which will have increasing social costs, resulting in chaotic urban expansion
and an urban structure dependent on the automobile. Also it will result in the problem of low mobility to
those who do not possess an automobile, in particular tourists, and there is a possibility that this will reduce
the potential of Da Nang City as a central core city. Also, there is a possibility that Da Nang City fall into
a situation that is contrary to the vision of the city, which is that of a sustainable city, and environmentally
friendly city, etc.
In order to prevent this it is necessary that a core public transport system be developed to encourage
transfer from motor cycles and automobiles to public transport, and to develop a TOD urban structure.

Figure 2-2 Issues and Challenges for Da Nang in Future
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2.4 Necessity of introduction of transport organization to cope with a future
population of 2 million
In the Da Nang City master plan, although the target for public transport is set at 35%, if all this demand
is met by buses only (including BRT), the transport capacity would be insufficient, and in some areas it is
necessary to deal with this by rail (medium to large capacity transport organization).
However, in the case of a Metro the construction period is comparatively long at about 20 years, and in
addition the transport capacity for the medium-term demand (about 2025 to 2030) is an issue, and if this
is dealt with by LRT there is a possibility that the traffic congestion could be even worse.
On the other hand, the issues with these other modes are cleared with AGT , so it is considered that AGT
is appropriate as the medium-term core public transport organization for Da Nang City.
Also Da Nang City plays a role as the gateway to the East-West Economic Corridor and the international
beach resorts, so the Vietnamese Ministry of Transport is investigating extending the terminals at Da Nang
International Airport, which is used by 12 million passengers per year, so that it can accommodate 28
million passengers by the year 2030, so it is necessary to introduce transport means to be used by business
visitors and tourists whose number will increase in the future.

Figure 2-3 The Travel Demand Corresponding to 2 million population
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2.5 The transport axis where a new transport system is expected to be
introduced
Demand is expected from the expansion of the Da Nang International Airport terminal, redevelopment
of Da Nang Station site, the international beach resorts, new stations for HSR and conventional rail,
industrial parks, etc., so it is desirable that there be a transport axis for formation of a TOD urban structure.

Figure 2-4 Transport axis where a new transport system is expected to be introduced

2.6 Benefits of implementation of the project
Implementation of the project will bring about the following benefits.
① Contribution to sustainable urban development
② Reduction of social costs by realizing an efficient transport system for Da Nang City
③ Improvement of potential by forming Da Nang City as a high added value city
④ Reduction of environmental load by introducing public transport oriented development
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3. Policy Trends in Vietnam’s Central and Local Governments
3.1 Overview of the Socialist Republic of Vietnam
The Socialist Republic of Vietnam is a socialist republic located on the eastern side of the Indochina
Peninsula in Southeast Asia, whose capital is Hanoi. They are a member of ASEAN, the currency is the
dong, and the population is 93.7 million (2017).
The national land is long and narrow in the north-south direction, and on the north it is bordered with
China, on the west Laos, and on the southwest Cambodia. The east side faces the South China Sea, opposite
the Philippines. The national land area is about 329,241 km2, so it is slightly smaller than the land area of
Japan.
Economically the GDP per capita is about 2,385 USD (2018) (about 260,000 yen), and the economic
growth rate is high at about 6.8%. Also, their largest trading partners in terms of exports are USA, China,
and Japan in that order, and in terms of imports are China, Korea, and Japan in that order, so it has a deep
relationship with Japan.

3.2 Overview and socio-economic trends in Da Nang City
Overview
Da Nang City is about 760 km from the capital Hanoi, about 960 km from the major city in the south
Ho Chi Minh, so it is the economic, social, and cultural center of Central Vietnam, and it is one of five
centrally governed cities of Vietnam. In 2017 it had an area of 1,285 km², a population of 1.064 million
(slightly smaller than the population of Sendai City), and a population density of 827 persons/ km² (slightly
smaller than the population density of Okayama City).
It originated in the 16th century as a small port town, but by the start of the 20th century it had become
one of the main trading cities together with Hai Phong and Hanoi. During the Vietnam War (1960 to 1975)
a large-scale American military base was established here, and it became a large battlefield during the Tet
Offensive. After the war it was merged with Quang Nam Province, the port and many factories were
constructed, it underwent rapid growth as a large-scale industrial city. In 1996 it was separated from Quang
Nam Province and became a centrally governed city. In recent years it has attracted attention for its
beautiful beach resorts and World Heritage sites, and many tourists from around the world visit Da Nang
City every year.
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Table 3-1 Main social and economic indices for Da Nang City

Source: “Economy of Da Nang City and Status of Investment”,
document prepared by the Danang Representative Office in Japan

Significance within the region
(1) Greater Mekong Subregion (GMS) East-West Economic Corridor
Da Nang Port is the eastern gateway of the East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC), functioning as the
access point to the Pacific from the virtually undeveloped interior of Laos, Northeast Thailand, Myanmar,
and central Vietnam. Da Nang City as a great chance to cultivate economic exchange with the other
countries of the Greater Mekong Subregion and the Ganges River economic zone in India.
The East-West Economic Corridor (EWEC) is a road of total length 1,450 km connecting the Indian
Ocean with the Pacific Ocean, and from Mawlamyaing Port (Myanmar) it passes through the four countries
of the Mekong Delta region (Myanmar, Thailand, Laos, Vietnam) until it reaches Da Nang Port.
(2) Central Focal Economic Zone (CFEZ)
The CFEZ covers Da Nang and the cities of Thua Thien Hue, Quang Nam, Quang Ngai, and Binh Dinh.
This area accounts for 7% of the total population. In terms of the degree of concentration of population
and economy, the functioning of the CFEZ as a center is still low compared with the focal economic zones
of the North and South. Therefore it is expected that CFEZ will attract more investors to central Vietnam
by providing an investment environment with comparatively little competition compared with the
investment centers in the north and south of the country.
Da Nang City became established as the central city of the Central Focal Economic Zone (CFEZ) as a
result of separation from Quang Nam Province in 1996. Da Nang City accounts for 38% of the population
and 25% of the Gross Regional Domestic Product (GRDP) of CFEZ, so within CFEZ it has a strong role
as the center.
Social and economic indices
The population has a consistent increasing trend, with the 2014 population being 1.5 times that of 1997,
so it can be seen that the population has greatly increased in the past 15 to 20 years.
Also, the GDRP has a high rate of expansion of about 10% per annum. This growth rate greatly exceeds
the growth rate of Vietnam as a whole. The GDP per capita also is about 1.5 times that of Vietnam as a
whole, and this is spectacular growth even in Vietnam where economic growth continues.
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3.3 Plan for Da Nang City
Socio-Economic Development Plan (SEDP)
In 2008 the Da Nang Department of Planning and Investment published its “2020 Report on the Social
Development Plan”. This plan was approved by the People's Committee of Da Nang City on 3rd July 2008.
Table 3-2 Overview of the Socio-Economic Development Plan 2010-2020
Target

SEDP 2010-2020

Overall

To become one of the main urban centers of Vietnam, and to become the social

development

and economic center of the Central Coast regions.

target
Economic

To achieve an annual GDP growth rate of 12 to 13%. The breakdown is primary

development

industries: 1.6%, secondary industries: 55.6%, tertiary industries: 42.8%.
To achieve an annual export growth rate of 19 to 20%.
To achieve a GDP per capita of 4,050-5,000 USD by the year 2020.

Social

To achieve continuous improvement in the fields of education and training.

development

To achieve the national criteria for public health care and medical treatment in
100% of communes and districts.
To reduce the rate of malnutrition to 10 to 12%, and to reduce the annual birth
rate to 0.3%.
To reduce the poverty rate to 0.5%, and increase the economically affluent
percentage to 60% (no criterion values).

Environment

To become an “Environmental city” by 2020.
To supply clean water to 100% of the urban population and 90% of the
agricultural village population by 2015.
To carry out collection and processing of 100% of waste by 2015, and to reuse
95% of waste by 2020.
To collect and process 100% of industrial and domestic wastewater by 2020.

Infrastructure

To continue to supply roads, airports, water, wastewater systems, urban

development

greenery, etc.
To supply urban services such as electrical power grid, etc., to 100% of
suburban households.

Population

To achieve a natural rate of increase of population of 1% per annum.
To achieve a social population growth rate of 5% per annum (substantially
immigrants).
To achieve a population of 1.078 million by 2015, and 1.369 million by 2020.
To achieve an urban population rate of 92% by 2020.
To create employment for 32,000-35,000 between 2006 and 2010, and
employment for 35,000-45,000 between 2011 and 2020.

Source: “The Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its Neighboring Area in the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam”, DaCRISS (2010), JICA
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Da Nang City Master Plan
(1) Population targets
The targets investigated in the Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its
Neighboring Area (DaCRISS) as shown below have been adopted. Three patterns of future population are
assumed, but Scenario 3 (growth acceleration strategy) has been adopted.

Scenario 1 (base case)
This is the future urban development status if the current trend is continued into the future
without significant intervention. The population in 2025 will be 1.2 million.
Scenario 2 (current construction plan)
This is the future urban development status if development is based on the existing urban
development plan formulated by the Construction Bureau. The population in 2025 will be 1.5
million.
Scenario 3 (growth acceleration strategy)
This is the future urban development target corresponding to the needs for sustainable
development of the Central Focal Economic Zone and Da Nang City. The future population will
be large enough to provide international competitiveness and high-quality services to investors.
It is assumed that the population in 2025 will be about 2.1 million, and in 2030 the population
will be between 2.5 million and 3 million.
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(2) Future land use plan
The land use plan has been formulated as shown below.

Figure 3-1 Future land use plan
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Source: Amendment of General Master Plan of Danang city to year 2030

(3) Traffic plan
The plan investigated in the Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its
Neighboring Area (DaCRISS) has been adopted, and the targets for future transport means proportions are
50:15:35 for motor cycle: automobile: bus.
The main public transport systems planned are Metro (2 lines, 25.0 km), BRT (4 lines, 87.9 km), and
tramway (3 lines, 53.7 km).

Figure 3-2 Plan for the main public transport systems
Source: Document provided by Da Nang City
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3.4 Roadmap for construction of the environmental city with target year of
2020
Da Nang City has a target to be a main economic center not only of the Central Region, but also of
Vietnam by 2025, with the service sector and the IT industries as the main economic industries. Also, they
have formulated the “Roadmap for construction of the environmental city with target year of 2020” with
high targets to achieve as an environmental city, and the environmental targets to be achieved by 2020
have been clearly stated.
①

GRDP (in real terms: 2010): Annual growth of 6 to 8%

②

GRDP per capita by 2020: 4,500-5,000 USD

③

Growth rate of the service sector: 13-14% per annum

④

Growth rate of the industrial and construction fields: 8-9% per annum (10 11% for industry)

⑤

Growth rate of annual revenue: 5-6% per annum

⑥

Development investment: 10-11% per annum, etc.
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3.5 Main development projects
Housing
Development of large-scale housing estates is in progress mainly in the suburbs. The main development
company is the SunGroup.
Industry
Industrial states have already being developed and are already operational, such as Lien Chieu, Hoa
Khanh, Software Park, etc. Also, at present a High-Tech Park (about 1,130 ha) is under development in
the northwest of Da Nang City.

Figure 3-3 Main development projects in Da Nang City (housing estates and industrial estates)
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3.6 Main traffic projects
BRT
According to an interview with the Da Nang City Transport Bureau, the first BRT line will be developed
between Bau Tram (Tram Lake) and Son Tra Peninsula, the second line (BRT standard, number is R3)
will be in Ba Na Hills, and the third line (BRT standard, number is R1) will be from Da Nang Airport –
Vietnam-Korea Friendship Information Technology College – Hoian.
Basically it is planned that a dedicated lane will be provided in the center of the roads and a priority
signaling system will be introduced, but in some sections the vehicles will travel on normal vehicle lanes.
The vehicles will be B80 type with a length of 12 m and capacity of 80 passengers (45 seats). It is planned
that the vehicles will travel at 10 minute intervals during peak times, and 20 minute intervals at off-peak
times. It is planned that the fare at the time of introduction in 2020 will be 6,000 dong.
Table 3-3 Overview of BRT projects
Year

Planned No. of BRT Routes
BRT

BRT Standard

2016-2020

2

3

2021-2025

4

3

2026-2030

4

3

Status
2020: 1 BRT, 2 BRT standard

Source: Da Nang Master Plan for Public Passenger Transport by Bus for 2013-2020 and Vision to 2030;
From interview with the Da Nang City Traffic Bureau in 2018

High-speed railway
In December 2018 the pre-FS report on the Vietnam high-speed rail construction project was submitted
to the Ministry of Transport. According to this scheme the rail line will connect Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh
City, have a total length of 1,559 km, and pass through 20 provinces and cities. The first phase (2020-2030)
will be from Hanoi to Vinh and from Nha Trang to Ho Chi Minh City. In the second phase (2030-2045)
the line will be constructed between Vinh and Nha Trang. The line between Vinh and Da Nang City is
scheduled to be completed by 2040, and between Da Nang City and Nha Trang by 2045.
The Da Nang City high speed rail station will not only be for high-speed rail (HSR), but the conventional
line station will be moved from its present location to the new location. The site of the existing Da Nang
Station (conventional lines) will be 14 ha after the move, and a study into the development of the site is in
progress with assistance from the ADB.
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4. Basic Design of Infrastructure and Systems
Details of the investigation carried out into the basic design of the transportation system to be introduced
as the core traffic axis in Da Nang City are as follows.

Selection of Transportation System
Covering Range of the Transportation System
The following diagram shows the areas of transportation systems indicating the relationship between
travel distance and volume of transport.
Among these there are five types of transportation system that are mass transit systems within cities,
namely AGT, elevated LRT, monorail, LRT, and BRT. Also, transportation systems that target demand
volumes and travel distances greater than these include Metro (MRT) and suburban rail.

Note: Based on the results of each transportation system, the ranges shown in the left figure are typical or
average and don’t always show the maximum capacity.
Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-1 Typical Covering Range of Each Transport System
Conditions for selection of the transportation system
In the case of AGT, elevated LRT, and monorail, if the road width is 20 m then four rolling stock lanes
can be provided. On the other hand with LRT and BRT only two rolling stock lanes can be provided, so
on the contrary there is a possibility that they will cause traffic congestion.
With economic growth in the future there will be conversion from motor cycles to automobiles, so it is
necessary to provide a large traffic capacity, and therefore the elevated transportation systems AGT,
elevated LRT, and monorail are candidates as the transportation system to be proposed for Da Nang City.
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○
Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-2 Image of Utilization of Road Space for Medium Public Transportation System
Selection of transportation system
Comparative evaluation was carried out for the properties of elevated transportation systems, and AGT
was selected as the most suitable system for the Da Nang City main transportation axis, because of the
advantageous line performance and cost aspects.
Table 4-1 Proposed Transportation System for Da Nang

Source: METI Study Team
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Alignment
Routes to be introduced
(1) Starting Points, End Points, and Transit Areas
The proposed route to be introduced basically follows that for the “Metro 1” route shown in the public
transport plan diagram (for the year 2030) provided by Da Nang City (see figure below). The reasons for
this are as follows.
The route for the BRT1 line which is scheduled to commence operation in 2020 is virtually the
same (but differs in that it is partially via the Airport and the position of crossing the Han River is
different, etc.). Taking into consideration the overall urban structure within the city and the status
of urbanization along the route from the results of local surveys, it was judged that this route was
likely to have the greatest demand.
Also, there is a possibility that the future project can be efficiently implemented by changing the
transportation system for the route showing on the M/P.

Source: Da Nang City

Figure 4-3 Map of Public Transport Master Plan in Da Nang City for the Year 2030
Based on the status of urbanization along the route, the terminus points for the route to be introduced
are near the Da Nang University of Science and Technology on the north side, and near the crossroads of
the road that crosses over the Tien Son Bridge on the south, and this section is taken to be the Phase 1
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section. Also, for the future and taking into consideration the BRT1 route, it is assumed that it will be
extended in the north and south directions, to near the industrial estate near Tram Lake on the north side,
and near the Vietnam-Korea Friendship Information Technology College on the south side.
(2) Location of Stations and Rolling Stock Depots
The specific layout of the 12 stations shown in the table below was investigated, based on the various
facilities along the route and the spacing between stations, etc.
Also, because public space having the necessary size to enable use could not be found, it is assumed
that the rolling stock depot will be provided above the Da Nang Central Bus Terminal on the southwest
side of the Nga ba Hue Overpass.

Table 4-2 Location Plan of AGT Stations
No.
ST-01

Tentative Name of Stations
Da Nang University of

Kirometerage
0k000m

Science and Technology
ST-02

Da Nang New Station

Main Facilities near Stations
Da Nang University of Science and
Technology

1k000m

Da Nang New Station (Plan),
Developing Area

ST-03

Da Nang University of

1k750m

Science and Education

Da Nang University of Science and
Education, People's Committee of Hoa
Khanh Nam Ward

ST-04

Central Bus Terminal

3k550m

Central Bus Terminal

ST-05

Statue of Mother Nhu

5k100m

Statue of Mother Nhu

ST-06

Dien Bien Phu Street

6k000m

Dien Bien Phu Street,
Da Nang Airport New Terminal (Plan)

ST-07

Le Duan Street

7k950m

Da Nang Station, Chi Lang Stadium

ST-08

Song Han Bridge

9k000m

Song Han Bridge,
Da Nang City People's Committee

ST-09

Ngo Quyen Street

10k500m

Vincom Plaza Da Nang

ST-10

Dragon Bridge West

11k200m

Dragon Bridge

ST-11

Tran Thi Ly Bridge West

12k200m

Tran Thi Ly Bridge,
Da Nang University of Economics

ST-12

Tien Son Bridge West

13k750m

Tien Son Bridge
Source: METI Study Team

(3) Structure in Each Section
It is assumed that on the north side of the airport in the section along Dien Bien Phu Road affected by
the height restriction in the direction of the runway the structure will be an underground structure (mainly
shield tunnel), and it is assumed that the other sections will be basically an elevated structure. Here, in
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order to reduce the length of the underground section as much as possible, it is assumed that land will be
purchased in order to widen the road on one side of the road in the section from the east side of the Dien
Bien Phu Road, where the road width is not sufficient to introduce an elevated structure, to the west side
of the Han River.
Also, near the Nga ba Hue Overpass an elevated structure is assumed, but in order to avoid the Mother
Nhu statue in the center of the crossroads on the east side of the overpass, a space on the south side of the
overpass is assumed. In order to provide space to the side of the overpass viaduct for the new transportation
system in this section running parallel to the elevated bridge, it is assumed that land will be purchased to
widen the road.
Taking into consideration that the Song Han Bridge (Han River Bridge) is a swing bridge, it is assumed
that the new bridge will be constructed to the south side of this bridge with a sufficient distance in the case
that the center of the bridge deck is revolved.
In addition, it is assumed that the rolling stock depot to be developed above the Da Nang Central Bus
Terminal will basically be an elevated structure.
(4) Summary of the Proposed Route
The following page shows an image of the proposed route, summarizing the start and end points, the
stations along the way, and the structure for each section, etc.
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Figure 4-4 Map of the AGT Route Plan
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Source: METI Study Team

Study of the Horizontal and Vertical Alignment
(1) Alignment Conditions
The horizontal and vertical alignment conditions for the new transportation system (AGT) are shown
on the following table.
Also, an investigation was carried out into the horizontal and vertical alignment, using the necessary
width, height, depth, etc., required for each structural form (viaduct, embankment, cutting, cut and cover
tunnel, shield tunnel), as obtained from the results of the subsequent sections.

Table 4-3 Conditions for Alignment Planning of Automated Guideway Transit (AGT)

AGT: Automated Guideway Transit
Cant

.

Type of Transition Curve

Closoid Curve

Length of Transition Curve *
Minimum
Curve
Radius

Maximum
Gradient

Main Lines

(≦12) (%)

14R 17R

*

100m [30m]

Side Lines/Curve

30m

Incidental to Turnout
Stations

300m

Main Lines

60‰

Side Lines

90‰

Stations

10‰ (5‰ in the area of storage, coupling and
decoupling of rolling stock)

Turnout

10‰

Vertical Curve Radius*

1,000m [500m]

Note: The figures in [ ] show in case there is an unavoidable reason.

Source: METI Study Team

(2) Results of the Investigation
The diagram on the next page shows the results of the investigation into the horizontal alignment of the
proposed route, and the diagram on the subsequent page shows the results of the investigation into the
vertical alignment, based on the alignment conditions shown on the previous page.
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Figure 4-5 Horizontal Alignment of the AGT Route Plan
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Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-6 Vertical Alignment of the AGT Route Plan
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Source: METI Study Team

Structural Form of the Infrastructure
Conditions for Implementation of the Structural Scheme
assumed rolling stocks

： AGT rolling stocks

Structure types

： Elevated structures, underground structures (section to the north of

the airport), bridge (section crossing the river)
Ground conditions

：

Weak ground (depth to bearing stratum, 60 m near the river,

otherwise 40 to 50 m)
Construction conditions

： As follows

・ Basically the same as in Japan
・ Heavy use of preparatory structures
・ Cast-in-place concrete to be used as little as possible
・ Heavy use of precast members with standard cross-sections
・ Piling will be provided down to the supporting stratum, using cast-in-place
concrete piles (earth drill method)
・ Design seismic intensity about 0.10
Structural Scheme
(1) Normal Parts (Standard Viaduct)
a) Selection of Structural Form
In a survey of the construction site for the Ho Chi Minh Metro No. 1 line in Vietnam, it was found
that in the standard sections, girder-type viaducts (PC through girders (simply supported) + RC bridge
pier) were adopted. It is considered that these were selected taking into consideration economy and
ease of construction.
On the other hand, moment resisting structures which are frequently used on Japanese railway
structures are seldom used in overseas railway structures except stations. It is considered that this is
because it is necessary to carry out reinforcement and concrete placement completely on-site, so it is
difficult to secure engineers and implement quality control, and the construction time is longer.
For these structures also the girder-type viaduct (PC girder + RC bridge pier) that are normally used
in Vietnam were adopted for the standard viaduct.

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 4-1 Standard viaduct on the Ho Chi Minh Metro No. 1 Line
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b) Selection of Girder Format and Standard Span
The girder formats and standard spans on girder-type viaducts on the Metro elevated bridges in
Japanese new transport system and in Vietnamese Metros are as follows.
Table 4-4 Standard Spans of Girder Viaduct for AGT Viaduct
Operation

Type of Girder

Standard Span

Port Island Line (in Kobe)

Simple PC box-girder
Simple Steel-plate-floor girder

25 m
30 m

Simple PC box-girder
3-spans continuous non-composite
box-girder
3-spans continuous non-composite
box-girder

30 m

Nanko Port Town Line
YURIKAMOME
Nippori-Toneri Liner
Hiroshima Astram Line

40 m
40 m

3-spans continuous PC hollow-girder

25 m
Source: METI Study Team

Table 4-5 Standard Span of the Girder Viaduct for Metro Viaduct in Vietnam
Operation

Type of Girder

Standard Span

Ho Chi Minh Metro Line 1

Simple PC through-girder

35m
Source: METI Study Team

The four schemes as shown in the following table can be considered for the girder format and
standard span to be applied on this project, but for the following reasons it was decided to use a PC
boxgirder deck bridge format (standard span 30 m).
・ In Da Nang City there is a requirement to provide 7.0 m or more from the edge of the elevated
bridge to the private land, as margin on the side of the elevated bridge (Notification No. 50,
Ministry of Transport 2015), so it is desirable to reduce the width of the elevated bridge as much
as possible.
・ The girder format is advantageous for applying the span by span construction method, for which
the construction speed is fast.
・ The in-situ concrete method for which it is difficult to maintain high construction accuracy should
be avoided as much as possible, so the girder format is advantageous.
・ The girder format is advantageous because it can reduce the height of the viaduct as much as
possible, for reasons of appearance.
c) Standard Viaduct
A cross-sectional view and a side view of the standard viaduct is shown below.
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Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-7 Standard Viaduct (to avoid interference with the road construction limits) (assumed)
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(2) Stations (Standard Station)
The stations in the viaduct sections will be installed in the center of the road. In order to use the
space below the station building as road space, the structure will be as shown in the diagram below.
Setting the width
The station width is determined by the platform width.
The platform width is determined by the layout of the elevators/escalators, and the effective
width of passages. Normally the effective width of the elevators/escalators (stairs) and the passages
are wider than in Japan, and are assumed to be as follows.
・Elevator/escalator (stairs) width: 2.7 m (effective: 2.5 m)
・Breast wall: 0.2 m (one side)
・Passage effective width: 2.0 m (one side)
・Passage to edge of platform (including platform screen, etc.) : 0.55 m (one side)
Platform width: 8.2 m
・Edge of platform to center of tracks: 1.20 m (one side)
・Center of tracks to edge of formation width: 1.70 m (one side)
・Bridge railing: 0.20 m (one side)
Station width: 14.4 m

Setting the height (RL)
・Road construction limit: 5.50 m
・Pedestrian bridge girder height: 0.50 m
・Passage height: 3.50 m
・Margin under girder: 0.50 m (bottom end of girder to top end of pedestrian bridge)
・Track girder height: 2.20 m
・Track height: 0.24 m
Road surface height to RL = 12.74 m

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-8 Transverse Cross-section through Elevated Station (assumed)
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(3) Underground Section
On the north side of Da Nang Airport there is a limitation on the height of structures because of the
flight path of aircraft. It is not possible to provide an viaduct in this section, so in this section an
underground structure is adopted.
For the construction of underground structures in urban areas, frequently the cut and cover method and
the shield method are adopted. In the case of the cut and cover method the structure is completely
constructed from cast-in-place concrete, so ensuring quality is an issue. Also, there are other issues such
as there is a great effect on road traffic during the construction period. Therefore it is assumed that the
shield method (single line 2) will be used on this section.
・Number

： Single lines in parallel (single line × 2)

・Shield outer diameter

：5.50 m

・Shield inner diameter

：4.90 m

・Shield traveling method

：Single line U-turn method

・Segment type

：RC segments

Setting of depth (RL)
・Minimum soil cover of the shield tunnel

： 5.50 m (1.0 D)

・Shield tunnel top end to construction limit

： 0.95 m (0.30 + 0.55 + 0.10)

・Construction limit

： 3.50 m

Road surface height to RL = 10.00 m

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-9 Transverse Cross-section through Shield Tunnel (assumed)

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-10 Layout of Structures (near the underpass) (assumed)
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Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-11 Transverse Cross-section (near underpass) (assumed)
(4) Cut and Cover Stations
Normal two-story stations are assumed for the convenience of the users.
・Underground 1F: Concourse level

・Underground 2F: Platform level (track level)

Setting of height (RL)
・Soil cover to cut and cover structure: 3.50 m

・Upper deck slab thickness: 1.00 m

・Height of concourse level:

5.50 m

・Intermediate deck slab:

・Construction limit:

3.50 m

0.50 m

RL ＝ GL 14.00 m

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-12 Transverse Cross-section (cut and cover station) (assumed)
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(5) Embankment Section (flat ground section)
This section is in an urban area, so it is necessary to reduce the ROW as much as possible. Therefore it
is assumed that the embankment reinforced earth retaining wall method (RRR method) will be adopted.
Note that in the flat ground section also, the same with will be provided as for the embankments.
Setting the applicable height (upper limit)
The embankment sections are to be up to a height at which it is possible to provide the pedestrian
construction limit (assumed to be 2.50 m) below the girder of a standard viaduct.
・ Pedestrian construction limit

：

2.50 m

・ Girder height

：

2.20 m

・ Track height

：

0.24 m

Road surface height to RL ＝ 5.00 m (upper limit value: higher than this to be viaduct)

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-13 Standard Cross-section through Embankment (assumed)
(6) Excavation Section (U-type Retaining Wall Section)
This section is in the city area, so it is necessary to minimize the ROW as much as possible. Therefore
it is assumed that a U-type retaining wall structure, which can minimize the structure width, will be adopted.

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-14 Standard Cross-section through a Cutting Section (assumed)
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Setting the applicable depth (upper limit)
Excavation sections will be provided down to a depth at which soil cover of 1.0 m or more can be
provided to a cut and cover tunnel.
・ Minimum soil cover of cut and cover tunnel

： 1.00 m

・ Cut and cover tunnel top end to construction limit

： 1.00 m

・ Construction limit

： 3.50 m

Road surface height to RL ＝ 5.50 m (upper limit value: For greater than this provide a cut and
cover tunnel)
(7) Concepts for Structural Boundaries
The following are the concepts for the boundaries for each of the structures described in (1) to (6),
namely bridge sections, embankment sections, cutting sections, cut and cover tunnels, and shield tunnels
(RL height indicated).
When the steepest slope is 6.0%, heights at which a height below the girder at the bridge abutment of
2.5 m, and soil cover to a shield tunnel of 5.5 m (= 1D) can be provided are determined as control points.
・Bridge section

：GL+5.00 m or more

・Embankment section

：GL±0.00 m to GL+5.00 m

・Excavation structure

：GL±0.00 m to GL-5.00 m

・Cut and cover tunnel

：GL-5.00 m to GL-10.00 m

・Shield tunnel

：GL-10.00 m or less

Shield Tunnel

Cutting Tunnel

U-shaped Retaining Wall

Embankmen

Viaduct

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-15 Concepts for Structural Boundaries
(8) Han River Crossing Section
The Han River crossing section is close to the Han River Bridge. The Han River bridge is a cable-stayed
bridge that is one of the landmarks of Da Nang City, and is lit up at night, so it is necessary to take care
not to damage this landscape.
Therefore if it is considered that a bridge with a girder format that duplicates the current cable-stayed
bridge (cable-stayed bridge, suspension bridge, through truss bridge) is not appropriate, then it is
considered that a continuous steel deck bridge or a continuous PC box-girder deck bridge in which the
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girder itself is not prominent would be appropriate. In Da Nang City there are requirements regarding
appearance, so a steel continuous box-girder bridge in which the girder height can be reduced is assumed.
Taking into consideration that the two center spans of the Han River Bridge have spans of 75 m, then the
two center spans should have a span length that is equal to or greater than this, so the total bridge length
of 380 m would have six spans with two center spans of 80 m each, and side spans of 55 m.

Source: METI Study Team

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 4-2 Continuous PC Box-girder Deck

Photo 4-3 Continuous Steel Box-girder Bridge

Bridge on Ho Chi Minh Metro

on Yurikamome, Tokyo

It is assumed that the bridge will be located at a position between the Han River Bridge and the
Dragon Bridge as shown in the diagram below.
Also, an overall view of the Han River Bridge (assumed) is shown on the next page.

下流

Han River Bridge
New Bridge Crossing

Dragon Bridge

上流
Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-16 Image of the Location of the Han River Crossing
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Figure 4-17 Overall view of Han River Bridge (assumed)

Source: METI Study Team

(9) Junction Section
There is a cable-stayed bridge at a large junction to the west of the main built-up area, and one of the
nearby roads is an elevated structure (girder-type viaduct) that passes under the cable-stayed bridge. Also,
below this road there is a rail track (Vietnam Railways) and a ground-level road.
In this section the AGT elevated bridge will run in the same direction as the road of the cable-stayed
bridge.
There is no large intersecting structure, so this section can be dealt with by the structural form of the
standard elevated bridge.

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 4-4 Cable-stayed Bridge at the Junction

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 4-5 Relationship of Cable-stayed Bridge to nearby Road (below)

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 4-6 Relationship of nearby Road and Rail Track
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Non-infrastructure Facilities
A study was carried out into AGT non-infrastructure facilities such as the rolling stocks, tracks, electrical
power, station facilities, etc.
Rolling Stocks
(1) Guide Systems
The guide systems of the AGT rolling stocks is an element that has a large effect on the classification
of rolling stock types. The main guide systems in AGT are the center guide rail system and the side guide
rail system, as shown in the following table.
There are many examples of adoption of the side guide rail system in AGT for urban transport, and also
many manufacturers. Also, the side guide rail system is the basic specification in the “Basic Specification
for Standardization of New Transportation Systems” formulated by the Japan Transportation Planning
Association.
Based on this situation the side guide rail system is proposed as the guide system for the rolling stocks.
Table 4-6 Main AGT Guide Systems
Guide Rail system
Center Guide Rail system

Side Guide Rail system

Outline
In this system, one guide rail is sandwiched between
a pair of guide wheels.
This system is possible to narrow the track.

Image

In this system, guide rails are provided on both sides
of the track and are guided by guide wheels on the
outside of the tire.
It is possible to make the running surface flat.
Source: METI Study Team

(2) Sizes of Rolling Stocks
The sizes of AGT rolling stocks are broadly classified into two types: standard and large.
The standard AGT complies with the “Basic Specification for Standardization of New Transportation
Systems” formulated by the Japan Transportation Planning Association, and this is the type that is mainly
used in AGT in Japan. The large type AGT is larger than the standard type in both rolling stock width and
rolling stock length. As a result, the transportation capacity of the large AGT is about 1.3 times that of the
standard AGT per meter of rolling stock length.
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Table 4-7 Comparison of Standard and Large AGT
Standard AGT

Large AGT

2500mm
<1.0>
8.5m
<1.0>
7.5m
<1.0>
440 pax.
<1.0>

2815mm
<1.1>
11.2m
<1.3>
8.2m
<1.1>
570 pax.
<1.3>

（6cars/train 470pax.: train length 53.5m）

(6cars/train 800pax.: train length 71.0 m)

9t

12t

Image

Width of car
Length of car
* Excluding connections

Standard track width
（Elevated track）
Passenger capacity（AW3）
Comparison in terms of train length of 50 m

Axle load

Photo by YOKOHAMA SEASIDE LINE Co., Ltd., Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd.
AW3（Added Weight 3）=Full seating passengers + Full operation staffs + 6 passengers / m2 in standing area
Source: METI Study Team (Based on Mitsubishi Heavy Industries, Ltd data)

Based on the results of the demand forecasts as discussed later (see Chapter 5), the maximum value of
the demand in a single direction at peak times is from 4,500 to 7,800 passengers per hour per direction,
which is within the range that can be handled with the standard type (6-car formation). The large AGT has
a greater rolling stock width than the standard AGT, so the required cross-sectional width is also greater,
the space restrictions for introducing this system are greater, and the construction cost is also greater. Based
on these considerations it is proposed that the standard AGT be adopted provided that its transport capacity
can accommodate the demand.
Tracks
(1) Traveling Space
The AGT traveling space is the space in which the running surfaces, guide rails, power rail, and cabling
such as the electrical power distribution, signal and communication cables, etc., are provided, as shown in
the following figure.
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Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-18 AGT Track and Traveling Space
(2) Running Surfaces
Closed deck type running surfaces that can be used as an evacuation route are adopted for AGT. Note
that the passage between the tracks in the two directions is a maintenance walkway that can be used while
the AGT is in operation.

* Evacuation guidance training on the Yurikamome in Japan
Source: “Safety Report 2014” (Yurikamome Inc., September 2014)

Figure 4-19 Image of Use of the Evacuation Route
(3) Guide Rails
It is proposed that the guide rails be the side guide rail system, which is the system most commonly
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adopted for urban transport AGT in Japan. With the side guide rail system the guide rails are provided on
both sides of the running surfaces, and guide rollers provided on both sides of the rolling stock contact the
guide rails, to guide the direction of the rolling stock.
(4) Power Rail
The power rail is provided on one side of the running surfaces, the same as for the guide rails. Power
collectors provided on the rolling stock are in close contact with the power rail, so that electrical power is
provided to the rolling stock. In the case of direct-current 750 V, there are two power rails, plus and minus.
(5) Switching System
In the case of the side guide rail system, switching systems include horizontal movable guideways, the
plate type, the sink-float type, triangular member lateral travel method, etc. The horizontal movable
guideway is proposed, as the structure is simple and construction cost is low, so it is the standard
specification in Japan, and there are many examples of its being adopted.

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-20 Switch of Horizontal Movable Guideway
Electrical Power
(1) Current and voltage system (electrification system)
Direct current (DC) 750 V and alternating current (AC) 600 V can be considered as candidates for the
AGT current and voltage system.
The difference between DC and AC equipment is on whether the emphasis is on the rolling stock side
or on the transformer side. For urban transport, high-frequency operation is assumed, and taking into
consideration that the number of rolling stocks will be large, etc., the DC system is selected, which has a
small load on the rolling stock equipment.
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Table 4-8 Comparison of DC 750 V and AC 600 V
Item

Rolling
Stock

750V DC

600V AC 3p

Unit Price

Not Expensive (Initial)

Expensive (Initial)

Size required for
equipment installation

smaller

bigger

Loss of Regenerative
Brake

Probable

Negligible, or Nothing

Substation
Configuration
Substation Interval
Power
Supply
System

Energy Loss

Complicated

Expensive (Initial)

Longer Smaller voltage drop,
Not Expensive (Initial)
Lower

Not Expensive (O&M)

Qty. of Contact Line

2 lines / side Not Expensive
(Initial)

Electric Erosion

Need to Prevent Expensive
(Initial)

Simple

Not Expensive (Initial)

Shorter Bigger voltage drop,
Expensive (Initial)
Higher
3 lines / side

Expensive (O&M)
Expensive (Initial)

No Need to Consider Not Expensive
(Initial)
Source: METI Study Team

(2) Substation Facilities
The electrical power demand required for AGT systems can be broadly classified into the following two
types.
) Train operating power: The power to drive the rolling stocks
) Service equipment operating power: The power for the signaling, communication, station facilities,
etc.
The main differences in the characteristics of these are the fluctuations in power for the train operating
power are severe and the power factor is low, but the fluctuations in the service equipment operating power
are small so the power factor is stable and high. As a result the equipment for supplying these two types
of power are separate systems, the same as for normal railway. Specifically, a substation for traction is
provided for the train operating power, and a substation for passenger service is provided for the service
equipment operating power.
Table 4-9 Overview of Receiving Substation Facilities
Facility

Overview

Notes

Receiving Substation

Receiving Substation is a facility that receives power from the power
grid of the electric power company and transforms the voltage as
necessary in order to supply electricity to the Traction Substation,
Station Substation, etc. Considering power transmission efficiency,
power is transmitted at a higher voltage than the voltage of the
equipment to be finally used.
This facility is a facility that converts electric power supplied from a
receiving substation to the voltage of equipment actually used.
The one transforming the power of the vehicle is called a traction
substation.
The one transforming the power of the station facilities is called a
station substation, and it is set up at each station.

If there is no need for
transformation, it becomes
Receiving
Switching
Station.

(Receiving Switching
Station)
Traction Substation
/Station Substation

Source: METI Study Team
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Table 4-10 Required Substation Facilities
Facility
Receiving
Substation
Traction
Substation
Station
Substation

Contents

Quantity

This substation receives power at 110 kV from the power grid of
the electric power company, steps down to 22 kV, and supplies
electricity to the traction substation, the station substation, etc.
This substation lowers the electric power 22 kV supplied from the
receiving substation to DC750V as the electric power of the rolling
stock and supplies to it.
This substation lowers the electric power 22 kV supplied from the
traction substation to the AC 220 V / 110 V as the power of the
station facility and supplies to it.

1 place

1 place
13 places
（all stations and depot）
Source: METI Study Team

Signaling System
The following table shows the basic function of signaling systems required to ensure the safety of
operation of tracked rail systems.
Table 4-11 Main Functions of Signaling Systems
Name
ATP：
Automatic Train Protection
ATO：
Automatic Train Operation

ATS：
Automatic Train Supervision

Function Description
・ATP is a function to draw braking patterns or speed limit to prevent collision
of train or derailment accidents.
・It orders braking automatically if the speed exceeds braking pattern.
・ATO serves automatic train operation subject to ATP functioned.
・It realizes automatic train operation which orders proper (de)acceleration or
braking automatically by creation of objective train speed and compare
actual train speed.
・ATO cinchonize train doors and platform screen doors during stay in stations.
ATS is a function to supervise train system working and operation and it records
the status of the system then it alerts if the system is in failure. The system is
included the environment to order train operation as follows;
・To trace train location, included track number information.
・To set train direction automatically according to the planned diagram.
・To set train direction according to manual order.
Source: METI Study Team

To construct a signaling system, detection of the train on the line and information transmission are
required. In Japanese AGT the presence of the train on the line is detected using electromagnetic induction
action between a loop coil on the ground side and an antenna on the rolling stock, and speed restriction
information is transmitted. With this system a block section is determined by the status of the loop coil,
the same as for track circuits on railways. If the block sections are made finer then the operating intervals
can be shortened, but the cost increases in proportion to the number of block sections. Also, equipment is
required on the ground over the whole length of the line, so if the length is long then the equipment cost is
high, and it is also disadvantageous for maintenance. Therefore Communications-Based Train Control
(CBTC) systems are being increasingly introduced on railway signaling systems, as little equipment is
required on the ground, and in particular CBTC is normally adopted for new railways overseas.
Based on the above considerations, it was decided that the AGT signaling system on this project should
be a Communications-Based Train Control (CBTC) system, and this is considered to be a signaling system
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having the functions in the above table.
Platform Screen Door (PSD)
(1) Necessity of PSD
The Platform Screen Door (hereinafter referred to as PSD) is a screen and a door provided between a
vehicle and a platform. The door opens and closes in conjunction with the door of the train. The purposes
of PSD introduction are as follows:
• To ensure passenger safety;
• To prevent ingress of passenger and foreign matter to the trackside;
• To save platform monitoring staff load; and
• To reduce the delay of train operation due to decrease of contact accident occurrence.
In the modern urban railway system, PSD has been used in consideration of safety, efficiency, and
convenience as described above.
The AGT of this project is based on GOA3 of IEC 62267 which is the international standard of automatic
train operation (refer to 3.4.2 Train Operation Method). For this reason, using the PSD is necessary.
Based on the above, the Study Team proposes the introduction of PSD in this project.

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-21 Structure of PSD
(2) Types of PSD
There are two types of PSD, i.e., 1) full-height PSD and 2) half-height PSD. These features are listed in
the table below.
In this project, the Study Team proposes the introduction of half-height PSD in consideration of
construction cost.
Full-height PSD is characterized by high air conditioning efficiency when performing air conditioning.
Since the platform of the elevated station does not have air conditioning, there is no merit for a fullheight PSD. On the other hand, since the air conditioning of the platform is carried out at the underground
station, the air conditioning efficiency becomes higher in the case of of a full-height PSD. However, due
to ventilation of the trackside located outside the platform and wind pressure caused by the running of the
train, the cost of the station facilities may increase. For this reason, it is difficult to evaluate that full-height
PSD is superior overall. To make this evaluation, a detailed examination of the life cycle cost including
the station facility establishment is necessary.
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Table 4-12 Types of PSD
1)Full-height Type

2)Half-height Type

It is a wall-like structure provided on the
platform, and it is a structure which prevents
any body portions to let out to the trackside.
Although it is excellent in safety,
installation cost is higher. When air
conditioning in the platform is performed, air
conditioning efficiency becomes high.
Very High

It is a pane-like structure with a height of
about 1.3 m provided on the platform. Some
users may feel uneasy because the fence
height is lower than full height, but on the
other hand there is an opening feeling. Initial
cost is cheaper than full height type.

Appearance

Summary

Safety

High

There is no contact with the rolling stock
unless intentionally overcomes the fence.
Source: METI Study Team

Automatic Fare Collection (AFC)
(1) Features of AFC
The fare collection for railway has the tasks of selling tickets, checking, fare adjusting through
overdoing, etc. Automatic Fare Collection (hereinafter referred to as AFC) system is a mechanized
version of the work of selling tickets, checking, etc., which had previously been done manually.
An AFC system enables the efficient management of not only the fare collection, but also the OD
data of passengers, the number of passengers during peak hours, the number of passengers at each
station per day, and other related information on passengers. Moreover, it can facilitate to provide
effective service to passengers at the present and in the future based on the analysis of the collected
data from the AFC system

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-22 Equipment for Automatic Fare Collection
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(2) Ticket Media and Types
A railway ticket is to prove the payment for transportation use and the range of the train trip. As a
general, "Ticket Media" for urban railway that is mass transit, and currently has the following two types
of tickets.
The "IC Media" is superior to "Magnetic Media" both in terms of function and maintenance. Currently,
the "IC Media" occupies the mainstream as a medium for fare collection of urban railroads. "Ticket Media"
adopts the fare collection system based on "IC Media" for the reasons of future expansion such as common
use with public buses and expansion to usage for sale.
Table 4-13 Types of Ticket Media
Magnetic Media

IC Media

<back side>

Image
Picture
<magnetic surface>

The back side of the ticket is made of a
magnetic surface, and the amount of
railway fare paid and the range of trip are
recorded as electronic data.
It is possible to read the recorded
information by scanning the magnetic
surface with a reading device.

Overview

<Card>

<Token>

The IC chip is embedded in a card or coin, and records
the amount of railway fare paid and the range of trip.
It is possible to read recorded information on a noncontact with the reading device.
It can be used as a prepaid type ticket, electronic money,
etc. and is highly expandable.
Source: METI Study Team

It is considered that non-contact IC tickets are mainly used as prepaid tickets. Single use tickets have
the same function and shape as prepaid tickets, and operation in which a deposit is made at the time of sale,
and after use the deposit is returned can be considered. This type of operation has been introduced on the
Seoul Metro.
(3) Required Number of AFC Facilities
The AFC facilities consist of station facilities installed at each station, such as ticket vending machines,
automatic ticket gates, etc., and a control system that records and centrally processes the gate information,
etc.
Table 4-14 AFC Station Facilities assumed a Standard Station
Facility

Quantity

Remarks

Automatic Gate

4 nos.

2 exclusively for entering / getting off, 1 for common use, 1 wide gate for
wheelchair use.

Ticket Vending Machine

2 nos.

1 spare assumption for failure etc.

Ticket Office Machine

2 nos.

1 spare assumption for failure etc.

Fare Adjustment Machine

1 no.

Ticket Office Machine responds when failure occurs.

Others

1 unit
Source: METI Study Team
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Operating Plan
Preparation of the operating timetable and investigation of the number of rolling stocks required, etc.,
was carried out based on the route plan and estimated passenger demand.
(1) Train Formation and Operating Interval
From the results of the demand forecast as described later (see Chapter 5) it was found that the maximum
value of demand in one direction during peak times was about 4,500 to 7,800 passengers per hour one
direction. To meet this demand a standard 6-car formation operating at 3.5 to 6 minutes intervals will have
sufficient transport capacity.
Table 4-1 AGT Transport Capacity
Passenger

Transport Capacity ( PPHPD )

Train

Capacity

Hedway

Length

(pax./train)

10 min.

6 min.

5 min.

4 min.

3.5 min.

3 min.

2.5 min.

2 min.

Standard 3 cars/train

230

1,380

2,300

2,760

3,450

3,943

4,600

5,520

6,900

27m

AGT

4 cars/train

310

1,860

3,100

3,720

4,650

5,314

6,200

7,440

9,300

36m

5 cars/train

390

2,340

3,900

4,680

5,850

6,686

7,800

9,360

11,700

45m

6 cars/train

470

2,820

4,700

5,640

7,050

8,057

9,400

11,280

14,100

54m

7 cars/train

550

3,300

5,500

6,600

8,250

9,429

11,000

13,200

16,500

63m

8 cars/train

630

3,780

6,300

7,560

9,450

10,800

12,600

15,120

18,900

72m

Large

3 cars/train

395

2,370

3,950

4,740

5,925

6,771

7,900

9,480

11,850

35m

AGT

4 cars/train

530

3,180

5,300

6,360

7,950

9,086

10,600

12,720

15,900

47m

5 cars/train

665

3,990

6,650

7,980

9,975

11,400

13,300

15,960

19,950

59m

6 cars/train

800

4,800

8,000

9,600

12,000

13,714

16,000

19,200

24,000

71m

7 cars/train

935

5,610

9,350

11,220

14,025

16,029

18,700

22,440

28,050

83m

8 cars/train

1,070

6,420

10,700

12,840

16,050

18,343

21,400

25,680

32,100

95m

PPHPD:Passengers per hour per direction

:Range of Demand forecast result

Source: METI Study Team

Table 4-15 Assumed AGT Specification
Train
Configuration

Contents
Standard AGT
6 car/train

Train Capacity

470 pax/train

Train
Length

54 m

Remarks

AW3=Full seating passengers + Full operation staffs + 6
passengers / m2 in standing area
Lead car 75 pax, Middle car 80 pax
1 car 8.5 m（Excluding connections）
Source: METI Study Team

1 car

1

2

3

4

5

6

1 train
※YURIKAMOME LINE, Tokyo Japan
Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-23 Image of Standard AGT (6 car/train)
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Table 4-16 AGT Transportation Plan

Operation Time

Weekday

Holiday

From 5 to 23 o’clock

From 6 to 23 o’clock

（Total 18hours）

（Total 17hours）

6,7,17 o’clock

－

Peak Time

Peak: 3.5-6 min interval

Headway

12 min interval

Off peak: 10 min interval

Source: METI Study Team

(2) Required number of trains
The required number of trains starts at 14 in the initial year of operation (including 2 spare), and
increases gradually to 22 trains in the 26th year of operation.
Note that the required number of trains is the number required to maintain the operational frequency at
peak times, and 2 trains are kept in reserve as spares in the event of maintenance or breakdown, etc.
Table 4-17 Required Number of Trains
After opening

Year

Weekday Peak Time
Headway

Required
number of
train sets

1 year

2030

6 min interval

14 trains

6,586,740 km/year (100%)

2-5 years

2031-2034

5 min interval

16 trains

6,835,140 km/year (104%)

6-13 years

2035-2042

4.5 min interval

18 trains

7,083,540 km/year (108%)

14-22 years

2043-2051

4 min interval

19 trains

7,207,740 km/year (109%)

23- year

2052

3.5 min interval

22 trains

7,580,340 km/year (115%)

Car travel kilometer per a year

（ ）:The ratio when the value in the first year is taken as 100%
*The required number of trains is calculated from the headway at the peak time with an average speed of 28 km/h.
*Included 2 spare train sets.
* Car travel kilometer per a year is calculated assuming 115 days a year as a holiday.
Source: METI Study Team

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-24 Peak Demand and AGT Transport Capacity
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Rolling Stock Depot Plan
An investigation was carried out into the location of the rolling stock depot, storage tracks, and facilities
required for maintenance, etc., consistent with the route plan.
(1) Overview of the Rolling Stock Depot
The AGT rolling stock depot includes a rolling stock maintenance workshop, rolling stock storage
facilities, management office, etc., providing the maintenance facilities for the rolling stocks and system
in order to ensure safe operation and maintenance of the AGT.
The following table shows the main equipment in the rolling stock depot.
Table 4-18 Facilities required in the Rolling Stock Depot
Facility

Contents
Facilities for detaining trains that are out of service and for trains outside
the nighttime hours. Basically, it is necessary to accommodate all trains.
Facilities to inspect and repair vehicles

Stabling yard
Workshop
OCC & Admin. Bld.
Substation
Maintenance

Vehicle

Comprehensive management office including management office,
operation management facility etc.
Facilities for power supply of electric power and various power and light
necessary for driving in the main line and the vehicle base.
Maintenance vehicle garage to inspect and repair.

warehouse
Car washing track

Equipment for car cleaning and car washing.

Others

In addition, plant wastewater treatment facilities, warehouses, etc. are
required.
Source: METI Study Team

Depot area

OCC &
Admin. Bld.

Workshop
Car washing track

Stabling yard

*Rolling stocks 80 cars,41,000m2(115m*350m)
Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-25 A Case of AGT Depot (Yokohama Seaside Line, Japan）
(2) Size of the Land required for the Rolling Stock Depot
The percentage of the area of the site of the rolling stock depot occupied by the storage tracks and
maintenance and repair building is large, and the size of the site is proportional to the number of cars to be
stored.
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Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-26 Relationship between Number of Rolling Stocks and the Depot Area
(Japan AGT Record)
At Da Nang City, the final number of trains required is 22 with a total of 144 cars, so required area of
rolling stock depot is considered to be 50,000 m².
(3) Location of the Rolling Stock Depot
The rolling stock depot will be provided along the route. If the rolling stock depot is located towards
either the starting point or the ending point of the route then time will be required to reach the opposite
end to that of the rolling stock depot, and this is undesirable in terms of train operation. It is desirable that
the rolling stock depot be located in the center of the route from the point of view of train operation.
Taking into consideration the requirements for area and location, it is considered that the site of the Da
Nang Central Bus Terminal, which is about 67,000 m² (370 m

180 m) and which is located to the west

side of the Airport, can be used.
The Da Nang Central Bus Terminal uses a large site having a bus maintenance factory as well as bus
stops and terminals. It is comparatively close to the city center, so it is considered very necessary that it
should be redeveloped from the point of view of advanced land use (the same opinion was obtained in an
interview with Da Nang City). It is considered that the need for long-distance buses will change as wide
area rail is developed. Based on these considerations it is proposed that an integrated AGT rolling stock
depot and bus terminal be developed for advanced land use.
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Da Nang Central Bus Terminal

The gate of bus terminal

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 4-27 Candidate Location for Depot (Da Nang Central Bus Terminal)
(4) Facilities required in the Rolling Stock Depot and Scale
The following table shows the facilities required in the rolling stock depot and their scale.
Table 4-19 Required Facility Size of AGT Depot
Item
Capacity
Area
Facility

Contents
6 car/train * 22 train sets（Total 144 cars）
Over 50,000 ㎡
OCC & Admin. Bld.
Stabling yard (22 train sets)
Car washing track
Workshop： Light Inspection Line (2 lines), Light Maintenance Line (1 line),
Heavy and Overhaul Maintenance Line (1 line), Assembly track (1 line),
Emergency inspection track (1 line)
Maintenance Vehicle warehouse
Substation
Source: METI Study Team
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5. Information Collection, Surveys, and Analysis Necessary for the
Proposal
A study was carried out into the present status and future trends regarding the urban traffic in Da Nang
City, passenger demand forecasts, environmental and social considerations, etc., as the information,
surveys, and analysis necessary for study of introduction of the infrastructure system.

5.1 Determining the present status, etc.
This section describes the present status of urban traffic in Da Nang City, the future trends, and estimates
of passenger demand.
Air transport
Da Nang International Airport is one of the three large airports in Vietnam, and is located less than 10
minutes from the center of Da Nang City by car. It has a three-story passenger terminal with usable area
of 36,600 m² complying with the criteria of the International Air Transport Association, and handles 8 to
10 million passengers per year.
The main destinations of the domestic routes from Da Nang Airport are Ho Chi Minh City (about 310
flights per week) and Hanoi (about 250 flights per week), and it is connected to other Vietnamese cities
including Nha Trang, Haiphong, Dalat, Can Tho, Pleiku, Vinh, Buon Ma Thuot, etc.
Da Nang International Airport has flights to cities in many of the countries of Asia including Singapore,
Japan, Korea, Hong Kong, Cambodia, China, etc. There are more than 1,200 international flights every
month, forming a convenient and effective network for both passengers and cargo. Also, in May 2017 a
new international terminal (T2) commenced operation, which greatly increases the passenger processing
capacity.
Public transport access to Da Nang International Airport is only by scheduled bus or taxi. There are 4
scheduled bus routes (① Da Nang - Hoi An, ②Kim Lien - Han Market, ③ Da Nang - Ai Nghia, and
④ Da Nang - Tam Ky), which operates from 5:30 AM to 6:00 PM at 10 to 20 minutes intervals.
Rail
Vietnam Railways operates 5 trains per day between Hanoi and Saigon stations. The distance between
Hanoi and Da Nang is about 791 km, and the journey takes about 15 to 17 hours. The distance between
Da Nang and Saigon is about 935 km, and the journey takes 17 to 18 hours. Travel between Hanoi and
Saigon is mainly by air.
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Land use, etc.
(1) Current land use
The area around Da Nang City is mainly forest, and the urban use is extremely limited to the area on the
north side and along the coast on the east side.

Figure 5-1 Land-Use Map
(2) Administrative districts
Da Nang City is divided into 7 administrative districts, and the population is concentrated in the center
in ① Hai Chau, and ② Thanh Khe. Also, the beach resorts are in the ④ Hanh Son district.

Figure 5-2 Administrative Districts in Da Nang
Source: Extracted from the JICA report “Report on Survey to Formulate a Detailed Project Plan for Improvement of Traffic
in Da Nang City”
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(3) Population density
The outskirts are mainly forest areas so the population density is extremely low at less than 2,000
persons per square kilometer, but the population density of the city center districts Hai Chau and Thanh
Khe is high. There are some areas where the density is 15,000/km2 or higher. In this way Da Nang City is
compact with most of the population concentrated in a limited area, and under these circumstances it is
easy to implement urban development based on public transport.

Figure 5-3 Population Density in Da Nang

”

Source: Extracted from the JICA report “Report on Survey to Formulate a Detailed Project Plan for Improvement of
Traffic in Da Nang City

5.2 Transportation within the city
Transportation infrastructure
(1) Overview
The transportation infrastructure of Da Nang City consists of roads, the space on which automobiles,
two-wheeled vehicles, and buses travel, suburban rail that connects the main distant and suburban points,
and fixed route buses that connect the main places within the city. At present tram tracks have not been
laid within the city.
(2) Road network
Apart from the old city to the east of the Airport, wide roads are developed to the east, west, north, and
south. Even in the old city basically there are main streets having two lanes and sidewalks on both sides,
and collector streets.
Also, in the past the city area was divided by the Han River and it was extremely difficult to pass between
the east side and west side of the Han River. However after construction of the Song Han Bridge in 2000,
at present 5 bridges have been constructed, so the convenience of passing between the two sides has greatly
improved, and the east side has developed accordingly.
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The access roads from the city center to the surrounding industrial estates, distribution centers, coastal
areas, and new urban area to the south have sufficient width and number of traffic lanes, so the situation
is generally good.
Also, as a result of the rapid increase in two-wheeled vehicle traffic local traffic congestion occurs in
the center of the old city, but at present this has not become a major traffic problem.
In summary the status of development of the road network within Da Nang City at the present time is
generally good.

Figure 5-4 Arterial Road Network in Da Nang
Source: Amendment of General Master Plan of Da Nang City to Year 2030 and vision to Year 2050

(3) Bus network
The bus network within the city is as shown on the following page. There are 11 bus routes, 6 routes are
normal routes (suburban roads connecting the city center to the surrounding areas), and 5 routes are
auxiliary routes (routes connecting destinations within the city). The routes within the city operate at 10 to
20 minutes intervals, and operate from 5:00 AM to 9:00 PM, so they are comparatively convenient. Next
year a further 6 suburban routes are scheduled to be added.
In addition demonstration operation of TMF buses (urban circulation buses) is in operation using funds
from Toyota Mobility Foundation. (Until March 2019. P&BR is being simultaneously operated.)
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Table 5-1 Service level by route
Type

Route No. and Destination

Operation

Headway

No. of

Single

Monthly

hours

(minutes)

Buses

Trip

Commuting

/day

(VND)

ticket
（VND）

Nguyen Tat Thanh~

Subsidized
by Da

Xuan Dieu

Nang City
（city bus,

5:00 ~

10~20

21:00

minutes

―

―

120

5,000

90,000

―

―

―

Xuan Dieu ~ Metro ~
Pham Hung

opened

Hoa Lu ~ Ph m Hung ~

since

Mieu Bong

2016）

Xuan Dieu ~ Lotte Mart
Tho Quang ~ Cong vien
Bien Dong

Subsidized

R

by Da

Tien Port

Nang City

R

（city bus,

KDL Non Nuoc

planned to

R

open from

Cong Nghe Cao

Dec.

R

2019）

Tho Quang
R

A Cang Song Han ~ Hoa
A Ben xe Trung tam ~
Cong vien 29/3 ~ Khu
Benxe Trung tam ~
Kim Lien~Cao dang

Viet Han
R

A Cang Song Han ~

TTHC H.Hoa Vang
Type

Route No. and
Destination

Operation

Headway

No. of

Single

24hr

48hr

hours

(minutes)

Buses

Trip

pass

pass

/day

(VND)

(Resident

(Resident

Only)

Only)

170,000

250,000

(85,000)

(125,000)

City

N1 Beach Tour

8:00 – 19:00

45 min.

15

Loop

N2 City Tour

8:50 – 17:05

45 min.

12

Bus

TMF Bui Duong

5:45 – 20:45

10~20

116

Lich~Xuan

min.

Dieu~March 29
Park

5‐5

45,000

2017.6.30~2018.12.31 Free of
Charge

Type

Route No. and
Destination

Operation

Headway

No. of Buses

Fare

hours

(minutes)

/day

within

Fare for Inter―city

Da
Nang
InterCity

Da Nang
~Hoi An
Da Nang ~
Ai Nghia
Da Nang ~
Tam Ky
Da Nang
~Phu Da
Tho Quang
~Que Son

5:30 ~

20 min.

76

6,000

18,000

30 min.

48

6,000

19,000

4:55 ~

12 ~14

120

5,000

30,000

18:00

min.

5:15 ~

30 min.

48

6,000

25,000

5:15 ~

30~45

40

6,000

30,000

17:15

min.

17:50
5:30 ~
17:00

16:45

Source: Da Nang traffic lights and Public Transport Management Centre
(DATRAMAC) and meeting with Da Nang Department of Transport in November
2018 （https://www.danangbus.vn/roadmap.html）
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Figure 5-5 Bus network within the city
Source: Da Nang traffic lights and Public Transport Management Centre
(DATRAMAC)（https://www.danangbus.vn/roadmap.html）
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(4) Suburban rail network
There is a rail network from Da Nang City to the suburbs. There are 5 railway stations within Da Nang
City, with a track gauge of 1,000 mm, and a design maximum speed of 80 to 90 km/h.
Transportation characteristics
(1) Traffic volume and status of congestion at the main locations
Most of the congestion occurs between Da Nang Station in the old city and the Han River. Congestion
in the east-west direction mainly occurs at Tran Cao Van, Le Duan, and Hung Vuong, and in the northsouth direction it is concentrated at Ong Ich Khie and in the one-way streets Phan Chau Trinh and Nguyen
Chi Thanh. In the future there will be a greater volume of traffic and vehicles in these areas, so it is forecast
that the traffic congestion at these crossroads will become worse, and in particular it is forecast that the
traffic congestion during peak times will become serious.

Figure 5-6 Main crossroad congestion locations
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(2) Ownership of motorcycles and automobiles
The numbers of registered motorcycles and automobiles are shown below. It is predicted that the number
of motorcycles will increase at an annual rate of about 40,000. On the other hand, the number of new
registrations of automobiles has increased by a factor of 3 within 10 years, from 3,100 to almost 10,000.
As stated previously, it is expected that the increase in the number of passenger cars will have a great effect
on traffic congestion in Da Nang City.
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Figure 5-7 No. of Registered Private Vehicles in Da Nang
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(3) Present status regarding the number of trips
a) Concentration, OD traffic volume
The concentration is greatest in Zone 1 (Hai Chau), followed by Zone 2 (Thanh Khe). The OD
between zones (excluding pedestrians) is greatest for Zones 1 and 2, and Zones 1 and 3 (Son Tra).

Figure 5-8 Concentration according to zone
Source: The Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its Neighboring Area in the
Socialist Republic of Vietnam (DaCRISS, 2010), JICA

Figure 5-9 OD between zones (excluding pedestrians)
Source: The Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its Neighboring Area in the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam (DaCRISS, 2010), JICA
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b) Composition of trip destination
Excluding home, the largest percentage is for private business at 23%, followed by commuting to
work at 18%. The number of trips for business is extremely low.

Figure 5-10 Composition of trip destinations
Source: The Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its Neighboring Area in the Socialist Republic
of Vietnam (DaCRISS, 2010), JICA）

c) Trip time period distribution
The peak time for transport to work or school is between 6:00 and 7:00 AM, and the peak time for
returning home is about 5:00 PM.
There is also a peak in the number of trips at lunchtime, which possibly indicates a strong tendency
to have lunch at home, with returning home for lunch between 11:00 AM and 12:00 PM, and returning
back to work between 1:00 and 2:00 PM.
d) Composition of transportation means
The largest transport means is motorcycle at 65%, followed by walking and automobile. Private
passenger car and scheduled bus are extremely small at 1% each. Compared with other cities (excluding
pedestrians in each city), the share of automobile and bus is low.

Figure 5-11 Composition of transportation means
Source: The Study on Integrated Development Strategy for Da Nang City and Its Neighboring Area in the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam (DaCRISS, 2010), JICA
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Tourism
(1) Trend in number of tourists
Da Nang City has a total of 490 hotels and resorts, with a total of about 18,000 guest rooms (2015). The
annual number of tourists is about 4.6 million (2015), of nationality Chinese 27%, Korea 20%, and
Japanese 5%, in that order. In recent years the number of tourists has been greatly increasing, doubling in
about five years. This trend is likely to continue into the future, and by 2025 it is estimated that the number
of tourists will be about 10.15 million.

(2) Tourist resources
In the area to the east of the Han River there is a beach area that extends north-south including the My
Khe Beach. This is a tourist area where there are many resort hotels.
The tourist spots in the center of Da Nang are mainly along the river, and the historical and religious
spots include Da Nang Cathedral, the Da Nang Museum of Cham Sculpture, and the Lady Buddha. Other
popular locations include traditional Vietnamese food and seafood (market), a theme park, landmark
bridges, beautiful beaches, etc., concentrated for access to tourists within 1 km.
Also, on the south side there is an outcrop of exposed limestone called the Marble Mountains, that
contains caves, statues of the Buddha, etc. On the west side there is a theme park called Ba Na Hills, that
has the world’s longest ropeway.
Also in the area around Da Nang City there are World Heritage sites such as Phong Nha, Ke Bang
National Park, the old capital Hué, Hoi An Ancient Town, My Son Sanctuary, etc.
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5.3 Forecast of passenger demand and confirmation of the ideal system
The number of users of the AGT systems in the Da Nang area was estimated by processes such as the
following.
Process ①

Reproduction of the current OD table

Process ②

Preparation of the future OD table

Process ③

Estimation of the number of bus users between ODs in the future

Process ④

Estimation of the number of AGT users

The station sphere used in the estimation is the range around the station as center for which there is
expected to be demand for use of the station. The station sphere was estimated by multiplying the
population in the sphere of each AGT station by the fraction of bus users, to predict the number of
passengers using the station. In the DaCRISS Report, the population in the year 2025 was predicted.
Scenario 3 is the case in which rapid development of Da Nang City progresses, so there is a possibility
that it may over or under predict the population in 2025. Therefore in this study the predicted population
in 2025 in Scenario 3 was taken to be the population in the year 2030. Also, as it is difficult to add to the
current medium-term public investment plan for Da Nang City, it was assumed that is more realistic to add
this project to the next medium-term public investment plan, so it was assumed that the year of
commencement of operation of the AGT will be 2030.
Estimation of the number of bus users between ODs in the future
In the DaCRISS Report, the ODs of bus users in the future was estimated by reference to “Distribution
of Trip Length by Mode, 2008”, which estimates the rate of selection of transportation means in accordance
with the journey distance. On the other hand, according to a document presented by the Da Nang City
Department of Transport at the 8th Da Nang City Development Forum, a target of 30% by the year 2030 is
given for the share of bus transport (the table says 35%, but the total of all trip percentages is 105%, so
30% has been assumed).
On the other hand, in the DaCRISS Report, the ODs of bus users in the future are estimated by reference
to the “Distribution of Trip Length by Mode, 2008”, which estimates the rate of selection of transportation
means in accordance with the journey distance. In this study the distance from the center of each region
was measured using GIS.
Estimated number of AGT users (residents)
People living in the station sphere of the stations proposed in this study were assumed to be future users
of the AGT, from among the bus users in accordance with journey distance. The station sphere in this
study was taken to be 500 m. In the case of Hoa Vang there is no station so the number of AGT users was
assumed to be 0, and for Cam Le there is only one station so the number of AGT users within Cam Le was
assumed to be 0. The total number of AGT users in the future was estimated to be 66,155.
Number of passengers transported between stations
In order to determine the AGT operational plan and the vehicle specifications, it is important to estimate
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the number of passengers traveling between stations at peak times. In the DaCRISS Report, the volume of
traffic at peak times is estimated according to the destination, and it is shown that the volume of traffic
during the peak time from 6:00 to 7:00 AM is about 17% of the daily traffic volume. The target share for
bus use in the future is 30%, but the bus use at peak times will not necessarily be 30%. If it is also assumed
that 17% of the daily traffic volume occurs during the peak time for the AGT users, then the number of
AGT users during the peak time is 11,246 trips/peak time.
On the other hand, the traffic volume during the peak time as a ratio of the daily traffic volume according
to trip destination was estimated visually from the DaCRISS Report.
Table 5-2 Traffic volume during the peak time as a ratio of the daily traffic volume according to
trip destination
Trip Purpose

Ratio during peak time

To Work

120/402

To School

110/225

Private

80/402

Business

0/14

To Home

25/875

From the area of each section forming the station sphere for each station, the number of boarding
passengers and alighting passengers was calculated. In the case of stations close to each other, the station
spheres overlapped. In these cases the overlapping area was divided into half. The number of passengers
was calculated from the number of boarding passengers and alighting passengers, and the number of
passengers between stations (maximum number of passengers between stations) was calculated. The
number of boarding passengers means the number boarding the AGT at a certain station, the number of
alighting passengers means the number alighting at the station, and the number of passengers means the
number of passengers on the AGT.
From the above the maximum number of passengers transported at the peak time was ST5 ST6 5,638
passengers/hour/one direction.
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Number of future AGT users
The period for this project was assumed to be 30 years, so the AGT transport demand between 2030 and
2059 was forecast. Establishment of demand and the rate of growth were taken into consideration when
estimating the number of passengers in the future. Establishment of demand refers to the demand being
unstable for several years after commencement of operation, as a result of over or under estimating the
transport service of the new line due to insufficient information, habit, etc. According to Arakura and
others (2004), demand becomes established about 4 or 5 years after commencement of service. The rate
of establishment of demand were taken to be 80%, 85%, 90%, and 95% of the forecast demand result in
the years immediately after commencement of operation, and from the 5th year onwards were equal to the
forecast demand results. The rate of increase of demand was assumed to be an increase of 1.3% per annum,
based on the numbers of passengers on the Yui Rail in Okinawa between 2008 and 2017. The number of
AGT passengers in the future is shown below.

Figure 5-12 Number of future AGT users
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Number of tourist AGT users
In the AGT route plan proposed in this study, access to the Airport is important, because of the future
plans to expand the Airport. According to the “Information Collection and Confirmation Study for
Sustainable and Integrated Urban Development in Da Nang City (March 2016)”, the estimated number of
tourists in 2025 will be 10.15 million, so tourists will be important in terms of securing users of the AGT.
Regarding the number of tourist users of Yui Rail, which was introduced in Naha City, according to the
“Survey of the Economic Effect of Development of Yui Rail (June 2013)”, 20% of visitors arriving at the
airport use the monorail. If it is assumed that the same percentage of tourists use the AGT after it is
introduced into Da Nang City, then there is likely to be about 5,500 tourist users of the AGT per day.
The number of future tourist users of the AGT was estimated. The anticipated year of commencement
of operation of the AGT is 2030, so the rate of expansion of tourists between 2020 and 2025 in DaCRISS,
163.7%, was used. Also, according to Da Nang Airport, the capacity of Terminal 1 is 4.5 to 5 million
passengers per year, and the capacity of Terminal 2 is 6 million passengers per year. It is planned that a
new Terminal 3 will be constructed as the number of visitors further increases. According to an article in
the Saigon Times on November 1, 2018, the new Terminal 3 will have capacity to accommodate 10 to 15
million visitors per year. Therefore, using 163.7% at the rate of increase of tourists in the years after 2030,
the maximum number of tourists is 26 million, from the capacity of the Airport. As a result, if the rate of
increase in tourists in the future is the same as that to date, then in the year 2040 the capacity of the airport
will be reached, and from 2040 onwards the number of tourist users of the AGT will be constant at 5.2
million per annum.

Figure 5-13 Number of tourist users of the AGT from the airport in the future
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5.4 Environmental and social considerations
Target values for water quality, waste, and pollution in Da Nang City are given in “Da Nang City,
Vietnam and the Environment City Plan (ECP)”. The concept of the ECP is to aim to be an environmental
city with no pollution or environmental destruction, based on (1) sustainable development, (2) being an
environmental conservation city, and (3) harmonization with nature.
Table 5-3 Environmental target values for each environmental problem

Criteria
Value to be achieved
Waste water from Industrial Zones 90% processed
Waste water of households in the inne90% collected and processed
Hazard waste
Control of hazard waste sources
Solid waste
90% collected and processed
Recycle of waste
50% of collected wastes are recycled
Access to clean water
90% urban residents
70% rural residents
Air
API < 100
Green areas (trees areas)
3 ‐ 4m2 per capita
Biodiversity, forest coverage
50.6% forest coverage
Waste water from Industrial Zones 100% processed
Recycle of waste
70% solid wastes recycled
Reuse of waste water
25% waste water reused
Green/Trees areas
6 ‐ 8m2 per capita
Source: Da Nang City, Vietnam and the Environment City Plan (ECP)

The table below sums up assuming environmental and social assessments. It based on site surveys,
literature researches and hearing from stakeholders in Vietnam. The table below refers to JICA guideline,
“Environmental and Social Guideline”
Category

Environmental Item

Main Check Items

Yes: Y

Confirmation of Environmental

No: N

Considerations
(Reasons, Mitigation Measures)

1 Permits
and
Explanation

(1) EIA and

(a) Have EIA reports been

Environmental

already prepared in official

Permits

process?
(b) Have EIA reports been
approved by authorities of
the host country's
government?
(c) Have EIA reports been
unconditionally approved? If
conditions are imposed on
the approval of EIA reports,
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Y

Need Vietnamise environmental
impact assessment precedures.

are the conditions satisfied?
(d) In addition to the above
approvals, have other
required environmental
permits been obtained from
the appropriate regulatory
authorities of the host
country's government?
Y

Reflect project through

(2) Explanation to

(a) Have contents of the

the Local

project and the potential

disclosure of imformation,

stakeholders

impacts been adequately

discussion with stakeholoders in

explained to the Local

Viet Nam, and comments from

stakeholders based on

residents.

appropriate procedures,
including information
disclosure? Is
understanding obtained
from the Local
stakeholders?
(b) Have the comment from
the stakeholders (such as
local residents) been
reflected to the project
design?
(3) Examination of

(a) Have alternative plans of

Alternatives

the project been examined

Y

Adapt the best plan after
comparing alternatives.

with social and
environmental
considerations?
2 Pollution
Control

(1) Water Quality

(a) Is there a possibility that

Y

Do not expect soil runoff

soil runoff from the bare

becouse there are no structures,

lands resulting from

which exposes surfece of soil,

earthmoving activities, such

across the Han river. It needs,

as cutting and filling will

however, to pay attention to

cause water quality

reduce an amout of soil runoffs

degradation in downstream

as much as possible for not

water areas?

affecting quality of groundwater

(b) Do effluents from the

during construction.

project facilities, such as

Desing drainage of stations and
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stations, comply with the

depots to comply with

country's effluent standards

Vietnamise environment

and ambient water quality

standard.

standards? Is there a
possibility that the effluents
will cause areas not to
comply with the country's
ambient water quality
standards?
(2) Wastes

(a) Are wastes generated

Y

Assume wastes from depots.

Y

Assume a less noise and

from the project facilities,
such as stations and depot,
properly treated and
disposed of in accordance
with the country's
regulations?
(3) Noise and

(a) Do noise and vibrations

Vibration

from the vehicle and train

vibration of AGT comparing

traffic comply with the

normal railways because of

country's standards?

rubber tires.

(4) Subsidence

(a) In the case of extraction

N

of a large volume of

Do not assume drawing a large
amount of under ground water.

groundwater, is there a
possibility that the extraction
of groundwater will cause
subsidence (especially in
case of
Undergrounds/Subways)?
3 Natural
Environment

(1) Protected Areas

(a) Is the project site located

N

Do not affect protection area

in protected areas

because this project plan

designated by the country's

bridges along with existing

laws or international treaties

roads.

and conventions? Is there a
possibility that the project
will affect the protected
areas?
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(2) Ecosystem

(a) Does the project site

N

Do not assme impact to

encompass primeval

ecosystem because proposed

forests, tropical rain forests,

rail allignment do not go through

ecologically valuable

Son Tra peninsula, western side

habitats (e.g., coral reefs,

of Hoa Vang and north side of

mangroves, or tidal flats)?

Lien Chieu, where many forests

(b) Does the project site

exist. Also, deforestation or any

encompass the protected

relating damage are not

habitats of endangered

assumed because the proposed

species designated by the

alignment is along with existing

country's laws or

roads.

international treaties and

But needs to survey impacts to

conventions?

ecosystem during construction

(c) If significant ecological

phase.

impacts are anticipated, are
adequate protection
measures taken to reduce
the impacts on the
ecosystem?
(d) Are adequate protection
measures taken to prevent
impacts, such as disruption
of migration routes, habitat
fragmentation, and traffic
accident of wildlife and
livestock?
(e) Is there a possibility that
installation of rail roads will
have impacts, such as
destruction of forest,
poaching, desertification,
reduction in wetland areas,
and disturbance of
ecosystems due to
introduction of exotic (nonnative invasive) species and
pests? Are adequate
measures for preventing
such impacts considered?
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(f) In cases the project site
is located at undeveloped
areas, is there a possibility
that the new development
will result in extensive loss
of natural environments?

(3) Hydrology

(a) Is there a possibility that

Y

Needs to pay attention to flow of

alteration of topographic

surface water and under ground

features and installation of

water in a section which go

structures, such as tunnels

through under ground.

will adversely affect surface
water and groundwater
flows?
Y

Do not assume soil failure and

(4) Topography

(a) Is there a soft ground on

and Geology

the route that may cause

landslide. It needs construction

slope failures or landslides?

plans not to occur both soil

Are adequate measures

failure and landslide. All

considered to prevent slope

embankments are assummed

failures or landslides, where

RRR(Rainforced Railroad with

needed?

RIgid Facing-Method) so that no

(b) Is there a possibility that

soil runoff would be occured but

civil works, such as cutting

a place to acculate soil needs to

and filling will cause slope

be paid attention not to occure

failures or landslides? Are

soil runoff.

adequate measures
considered to prevent slope
failures or landslides?
(c) Is there a possibility that
soil runoff will result from
cut and fill areas, waste soil
disposal sites, and borrow
sites? Are adequate
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measures taken to prevent
soil runoff?

4 Social
Environment

(1) Resettlement

(a) Is involuntary

Y

Needs to survey non-voluntary

resettlement caused by

resettlements, its range and

project implementation? If

impacts in further datailed

involuntary resettlement is

surveys though the proposed

caused, are efforts made to

route avoids non-voluntary

minimize the impacts

resettlements as much as

caused by the resettlement?

possible.

(b) Is adequate explanation
on compensation and
resettlement assistance
given to affected people
prior to resettlement?
(c) Is the resettlement plan,
including compensation with
full replacement costs,
restoration of livelihoods
and living standards
developed based on
socioeconomic studies on
resettlement?
(d) Are the compensations
going to be paid prior to the
resettlement?
(e) Are the compensation
policies prepared in
document?
(f) Does the resettlement
plan pay particular attention
to vulnerable groups or
people, including women,
children, the elderly, people
below the poverty line,
ethnic minorities, and
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indigenous peoples?
(g) Are agreements with the
affected people obtained
prior to resettlement?
(h) Is the organizational
framework established to
properly implement
resettlement? Are the
capacity and budget
secured to implement the
plan?
(i) Are any plans developed
to monitor the impacts of
resettlement?
(j) Is the grievance redress
mechanism established?
Y

Though AGT can make new

(2) Living and

(a) Where railways are

Livelihood

newly installed, is there a

employments, but it assumes

possibility that the project

mainly mode shift from bus

will affect the existing

users to AGT users. Moreover,

means of transportation and

the reduction of the number of

the associated workers? Is

buses and the shift from car

there a possibility that the

users and motor bike users

project will cause significant

would alleviate air pollution.

impacts, such as extensive

People from outside of Danang

alteration of existing land

might immigrate in Danang but

uses, changes in sources of

there is a traffic between

livelihood, or

Dananag and other areas so

unemployment? Are

that a risk of disease outbreaks

adequate measures

is very low due to AGT

considered for preventing

introduction.

these impacts?
(b) Is there any possibility
that the project will
adversely affect the living
conditions of inhabitants
other than the affected
inhabitants? Are adequate
measures considered to
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reduce the impacts, if
necessary?
(c) Is there any possibility
that diseases, including
infectious diseases, such as
HIV will be brought due to
immigration of workers
associated with the project?
Are adequate
considerations given to
public health, if necessary?
(d) Is there any possibility
that the project will
adversely affect road traffic
in the surrounding areas
(e.g., by causing increases
in traffic congestion and
traffic accidents)?
(e) Is there any possibility
that railways will impede the
movement of inhabitants?
(f) Is there any possibility
that structures associated
with railways
(such as bridges) will cause
a sun shading and radio
interference?
4 Social

(3) Heritage

Environment

(a) Is there a possibility that

Y

Propose a route avioiding

the project will damage the

"Mother Monumento Danang

local archeological,

Nhu" , which is a precious

historical, cultural, and

monument for residents.

religious heritage? Are
adequate measures
considered to protect these
sites in accordance with the
country's laws?
(4) Landscape

(a) Is there a possibility that

Y

Needs to pay attention to design

the project will adversely

for a bridge crossing Han river

affect the local landscape?

because all bridges crossing
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Are necessary measures

Han river are specific designs.

taken?

Also, under ground option was
studied.
Y

Needs to survey impact to

(5) Ethnic

(a) Are considerations given

Minorities and

to reduce impacts on the

minority groups, and indigenous

Indigenous

culture and lifestyle of

people though these kinds of

Peoples

ethnic minorities and

people are not confirmed.

indigenous peoples?
(b) Are all of the rights of
ethnic minorities and
indigenous peoples in
relation to land and
resources respected?
Y

Needs to comply with laws

(6) Working

(a) Is the project proponent

Conditions

not violating any laws and

relating labor condition and

ordinances associated with

consideration of safety.

the working conditions of
the country which the
project proponent should
observe in the project?
(b) Are tangible safety
considerations in place for
individuals involved in the
project, such as the
installation of safety
equipment which prevents
industrial accidents, and
management of hazardous
materials?
(c) Are intangible measures
being planned and
implemented for individuals
involved in the project, such
as the establishment of a
safety and health
program, and safety training
(including traffic safety and
public health) for workers
etc.?
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(d) Are appropriate
measures taken to ensure
that security guards
involved in the project not to
violate safety of other
individuals involved, or local
residents?

5 Others

Y

Do not assume impact to natural

(1) Impacts during

(a) Are adequate measures

Construction

considered to reduce

environment during construction

impacts during construction

phase because the proposed

(e.g., noise, vibrations,

alignment go along with exisitng

turbid water, dust, exhaust

roads. Tunnel construction

gases, and wastes)?(b) If

might cause polluiton and under

construction activities

ground water during

adversely affect the natural

construction phase. It needs

environment (ecosystem),

prior explanations and

are adequate measures

construction plans not to worsen

considered to reduce

social impacts and road

impacts?(c) If construction

congestion.

activities adversely affect
the social environment, are
adequate measures
considered to reduce
impacts?(d) If the
construction activities might
cause traffic congestion, are
adequate measures
considered to reduce such
impacts?
(2) Monitoring

(a) Does the proponent

Y

Needs to survey business

develop and implement

operator's monitoring plan,

monitoring program for the

system and the way to report.

environmental items that
are considered to have
potential impacts?
(b) What are the items,
methods and frequencies of
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the monitoring program?
(c) Does the proponent
establish an adequate
monitoring framework
(organization, personnel,
equipment, and adequate
budget to sustain the
monitoring framework)?
(d) Are any regulatory
requirements pertaining to
the monitoring report
system identified, such as
the format and frequency of
reports from the proponent
to the regulatory
authorities?
6 Note

N

Do not assume large scale

Reference to

(a) Where necessary,

Checklist of Other

pertinent items described in

harvesting timbers and

Sectors

the Forestry Projects

construct new electricity network

checklist should also be

facilities.

checked (e.g., projects
including large areas of
deforestation).
(b) Where necessary,
pertinent items described in
the Power Transmission
and Distribution Lines
checklist should also be
checked (e.g., projects
including installation of
power transmission lines
and/or electric distribution
facilities).
Note on Using

(a) If necessary, the impacts

Environmental

to transboundary or global

impacts crossing the border or

Checklist

issues should be confirmed,

at global level.

if necessary (e.g., the
project includes factors that
may cause problems, such
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N

Do not assume environmental

as transboundary waste
treatment, acid rain,
destruction of the ozone
layer, or global warming).

1) Regarding the term “Country's Standards” mentioned in the above table, in the event that
environmental standards in the country where the project is located diverge significantly from international
standards, appropriate environmental considerations are required to be made. In cases where local
environmental regulations are yet to be established in some areas, considerations should be made based on
comparisons with appropriate standards of other countries (including Japan's experience).
2) Environmental checklist provides general environmental items to be checked.

It may be necessary

to add or delete an item taking into account the characteristics of the project and the particular
circumstances of the country and locality in which it is located.
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5.5 Economic evaluation
The economic effects of introduction of AGT include the effect of AGT construction, shortening of
traveling time, and reduction in CO2 emissions.
Benefit from shortening of traveling times
The economic benefit of the AGT resulting from shortening of traveling time as a result of development
of the AGT was estimated. The time values were obtained from “Information Collection and Confirmation
Survey for the Public Transport Infrastructure Development and Improvement Plan in Binh Duong
Province Vietnam”. (See the following table)
Table 5-4 Future time values

TTC (US$/hour)
TTC Motorcycle
2020
2.39
2030
3.54
(METROS)

Car
3.55
5.25

Bus
1.91
2.82

*Source：JICA (2016)Data Collection Survey on BRT in

The AGT operation intervals proposed in this study are 6 minutes during weekday peak time, 10 minutes
during weekday off-peak times, and a uniform 12 minutes on weekends and holidays. The length of each
section divided by 28 km/h, the scheduled speed of the AGT, is shown in the following table.
Assuming that normally there is no queue, then taking waiting time into consideration the average
waiting time is half the operating interval.
For buses, the service standard for Central Bus Terminal ⇔ Hoi An (Quang Nam), which generally
runs along the same locations as the proposed AGT route, was used (refer to DaCRISS). The bus operating
interval in both peak times and off-peak times is 20 minutes, so the average waiting time was assumed to
be 10 minutes. The average bus traveling speed was taken to be 12.9 km/h, by reference to Naha City
where Yui Rail operates, from the First Okinawa Urban Rail Council document.
From the above the benefit of shortening traveling time by switching to and using AGT (shortening time
number of passengers

time value) was estimated. The peak time was taken to be the three hours from

6:00 to 8:00 AM and 5:00 to 6:00 PM.
The benefit of shortening traveling time on weekdays was estimated to be 6.8 million yen per day, and
the economic benefit on weekends and holidays was estimated to be 3.78 million yen per day, so the annual
benefit of shortening traveling time was estimated to be about 2.14 billion yen per annum.
Next, it was assumed that as the number of automobiles and motorcycles increases in the future, no
tracked public transport system that is not affected by the road traffic is introduced, and no project to
improve the traffic capacity of the roads is implemented. The bus traveling speed was taken to be 4 km/h,
by reference to the bus traveling speed before commencement of operation of the Subway Nanboku Line
in Sendai City. As a result of calculating the benefit in the same way as the other benefits, it was found
that the benefit of shortening traveling time during weekdays was about 26.9 million yen per day, and on
weekends and holidays was about 15.8 million yen per day, and in one year the benefit of shortening
traveling time was about 8.54 billion yen per year.
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Benefit of reduction in traveling costs
Replacement of buses with AGT will contribute to reduction in the bus traveling costs. The bus traveling
costs are mainly fuel cost, oil cost, tire and tube cost, vehicle maintenance and repair cost, vehicle
depreciation cost, etc. For the basic traveling costs in Vietnam, the “Data Collection Survey on BRT in
Hanoi (2016)” was used. The bus traveling speed used was 10 km/h.
The transport volume used was that for Central Bus Terminal to Hoi An (Quang Nam), because this
overlaps with the AGT route. The planned route length of the AGT was used as the bus traveling distance.
From the above it was calculated that the benefit of reduction in traveling costs was about 21.4 million yen
per year. If the bus traveling speed was 4 km/h, this will become about 36 million yen per year.
Benefit from reduction in carbon dioxide
The benefit of reduction in CO2 emissions by conversion from bus to use of the AGT was estimated.
The carbon dioxide emissions for private car, airplane, bus, and railway were obtained from the Ministry
of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism.
Compared with use of bus, the use of the AGT by 66,155 passengers in one day can result in a reduction
of about 16.8t-CO2. This is equivalent to a reduction of 6,119t-CO2 in one year. According to Kanemoto
(2007), if 1 ton of carbon is 30,000 yen (5000 to 50,000 yen), then the annual benefit is about 50.06 million
yen environmental improvement (8.34 million to 83.43 yen million).
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6. Study of Project Scale, etc.
Based on the basic plan for infrastructure systems, etc., a study has been conducted of the construction
plan and maintenance and repair plan, and the project scale has been studied, including the initial costs and
running costs, etc.

Construction Plan
Civil Engineering and Construction
(1) General Section (Standard Viaduct)
a) Establishment of Substructure (RC bridge pier) Work Period
Regarding the RC bridge pier, with reference to examples from Japan, an assumption can be made of
three months per unit. This is the work period for one party, and the overall work period can be adjusted
according to the number of parties engaged in the work.
b) Establishment of Superstructure (PC deck girder) Work Period
It is assumed that the viaduct in Da Nang shall be a girder-type viaduct that combines an RC bridge
pier and PC deck girders, but examples of this from within Japan are few, such as the Hiroshima Astram
Line. Also, the PC deck girders on the Hiroshima Astram Line were cast-in-place hollow type girders,
which is a very different construction method to the PC deck girders expected to be used in Da Nang
(span-by-span construction method). For that reason, it is difficult to make assumptions about the
superstructure work period (construction period) by applying examples from within Japan.
Therefore, with reference to examples of the application of similar construction methods from within
Vietnam, the standard work period is expected to be four spans per month, or six days per span.
c) Overall Work Period
The elevated sections are as shown in the figure below, and it is expected that the overall route will be
split into the underground section and three sections bordering the Han River bridge. As for the
superstructures and substructures in the three sections, by incorporating the number of parties in the table
below, it will be possible to construct the superstructures within two years and the substructures within
two years, making a total of four years.

No.2

No.1

No.3

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 6-1 Division of viaduct sections (draft)
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Table 6-1 Required number of party at viaduct section
Section 1

Section 2

Section 3

Total Distance

5.5 km

2.0 km

3.5 km

Number of Substructure

185 Substructures

68 Substructures

118 Substructures

Total Number of Substructure Party
Number of Superstructure Girder

27 parties
184 Consecutive
Superstructure
Girders

10 parties
67 Consecutive
Superstructure
Girders

17 parties
117 Consecutive
Superstructure
Girders

Total Number of Superstructure party

2 parties

1 party

1 party

d) Standard Viaduct Construction Method
It is expected that the standard viaduct section will be constructed with the span-by-span construction
method as shown in the figure below.
The span-by-span construction method is characterized by fast-paced construction whereby the
segments are produced in a factory in advance before being assembled on-site.
In terms of the flow of construction, the segments are suspended using construction machinery up to a
fixed position, and girders are then formed by stretching the PC cables after joining the segments in one
span. After being erected, the construction machinery moves on to the next span, and the superstructure
is formed by combining the segments in the same way.
Having been used also on the Vietnam Ho Chi Minh Metro No. 1 Line, this construction method has a
long track record, and there is it can be applied in Da Nang without hindrance.

Construction Direction

Source: METI Study Team

Figure 6-2 Span-by-span construction (draft)
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Source: METI Study Team

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 6-1 Construction of substructure (beams) Photo 6-2 Construction of substructure (pillars)

Source: METI Study Team

Source: METI Study Team

Photo 6-3 Joining segments

Photo 6-4 Construction of superstructure using
construction machinery

Image source: No. 1: http://www.thanhniennews.com/business/metro-line-contractors-seek-90-million-compensation-for-site-clearance-delays-53503.html
No. 2: https://www.citypassguide.com/en/living/ho-chi-minh-city/transportation/blog/hcmc-metro-is-the-end-in-sight
Nos. 3 and 4: https://english.vietnamnet.vn/fms/society/178023/vnd21-trillion-required-to-extend-metro-line-from-hcmc-to-neighboring-provinces.html

(2) Underground Section and Shield Section
a) Shield Tunnel Daily Progress
In examples from Japan of single track shields with RC segments and outer diameters limited to 6.3 m
or less, the daily progress is 7.5 m per day. The same level of construction work will be possible in Da
Nang, so the daily progress is assumed to be 7.5 m per day.
b) Overall Work Period
Assuming that shield tunnel shall be excavated between stations (distance of 1.0 km between station
structures), the work period is assumed to be roughly four years according to the construction work
schedule shown below.
However, there are many examples of construction lengths of between 1,000 m and 1,500 m with one
shield machine, while there are very few examples of 2,000 m or more. For that reason, it is necessary to
reduce the distance between station structures to less than 1.0 km.
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Table 6-2 Estimated construction period for Metro station・shield section
No

Type of Construction

Period

1

Preparation Works

3 Months

2

Soil Retaining Works

7 Months

3

Civil Engineering Works (Drilling）

4 Months

4

Underground Station Structure

5

Shield Works（Preparation Works）

3 Months

6

Shield Works（Drilling to the West 1.0km）

6 Months

7

Shield Works（U‐turn）

1 Month

8

Shield Works（Drilling to the East 1.0km）

6 Months

9

Shield Works

2 Months

10

Installation of Entrance/Exit, etc.

(Invert / Removal

2 Years

10 Months

Works）

4 Years

2 Years

6 Months
Source: METI Study Team

Rolling Stock & Systems
Regarding rolling stock, it is thought that the remaining rolling stock carriages shall be mass produced
after producing a confirmed rolling stock motor unit in advance and implementing confirmation work.
Specifically, it is expected that three years is needed for planning and preparation, production of
confirmed rolling stock, and confirmation work, etc., and that two years is needed for mass production,
making a total of five years.
A period of about one year shall be ensured for the trial run. Until then, it is necessary to finish
system-related maintenance for vehicle operation. System-related maintenance including railroad tracks
shall be performed at will starting with sections where civil engineering construction work has been
completed, which will require about one year. As a result, civil engineering-related work shall typically
be completed about two years prior to the start of operation.
Maintenance Schedule
The overall maintenance schedule is shown below.
Table 6-3 Maintenance schedule (planned incorporation of project costs)
A.D.
Civil

2020

2021

2022

2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

Total

15%

25%

25%

25%

10%

0%

100%

20%

20%

30%

30%

100%

Architecture
System

5%

15%

25%

30%

25%

100%

Rolling Stock

5%

5%

10%

50%

30%

100%

Source: METI Study Team
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Maintenance and Repair Plans
Implementation System
The AGT management system, etc., changes depending on the project scheme, and in this project it
has been established with reference to AGT systems in Japan, for which there is a successful record.
Specifically, organization systems and the required personnel have been established with the idea that
stations and railroad track inspections and cleaning work shall be partially outsourced.
There are many examples of unmanned AGT stations in Japan, but, in view of current public order
and vandalism, etc., in Da Nang, it is thought all stations shall be manned stations in this project.
Table 6-4 Staff Planning of AGT operating company
Contents
Number of persons
Officer
General affairs department
Operations
operating
department
control
Station staff

Engineering
staff
Train
maintenance
staff

5% of General affairs department
25% of Operations department
5 persons(Main line 3, Depot 1, Facility 1) * 3
shift * 1.5（Reserve） ＝ 23 persons
// Operate 24 hours
2 persons(Master 1,Staff 1 per a station ) * 3shift *
1.3（Reserve） = 8 person/station
3 persons (Master 1, Patrol Staff 2 per 3-5
stations) * 3 shifts * 1.3 （ Reserve ） = 12
persons/area
2 persons per one working kilometer
0.2 persons per one car

TOTAL
Assumed 12 stations (4 areas)、13.8km、16～22 trains（84～132 cars）

5
53～56
23

144
(96+48)

212
～222

28
17～27

270～283
Source: METI Study Team

Running Costs
(1) Approach to Running Cost Calculation
Running costs are calculated by dividing labor costs and expenses, establishing the unit price for labor
costs and expenses, and then multiplying the unit cost by the relevant number.
(2) Establishment of Unit Price
a) Unit Price for Labor Costs
Labor cost unit prices have been established as shown in the table below with reference to inflation
based on results from city buses in Da Nang.
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Table 6-5 Setting of running cost of AGT (labor cost unit)
Setting value

Reference

Officer

20,000,000 VND/month

860 USD/month

General affairs department

10,000,000 VND/month

430 USD/month

Operations

operating control

10,000,000 VND/month

430 USD/month

department

Station staff

7,500,000 VND/month

330 USD/month

Engineering staff

10,000,000 VND/month

430 USD/month

Train maintenance staff

10,000,000 VND/month

430 USD/month

* 2018 year value
Source：METI Study Team

Table 6-6 Actual Labor Cost Unit of City Bus (Da Nang City)
Salary
（VND/Month）

Remarks

Line Operator

8,100,000

Apply for 24 business days

Driver

8,000,000

Apply for 24 business days

Ticket seller

4,500,000

Apply for 24 business days

Watchman

5,000,000
Apply for 24 business days
Source: Da Nang City Transportation Department documents

Table 6-7 Actual Labor Cost Unit at Da Nang City
Occupation
Manufacturing
industry

Position
Worker
Engineer
Manager
Staff

Cost
(VND/month)
4,383,000
7,840,000
15,344,000
7,100,000

Remarks
Regular Employment（Experience 3 years）
Regular Employment（College graduate and Experience 3 years）
Regular Employment（College graduate and Experience 10 years）

Non
Regular Employment（Experience 3 years）
Manufacturing
Manager
15,750,000 Regular Employment（College graduate and Experience 10 years）
industry
Source: Based on Investment related costs (JETRO HP: https://www.jetro.go.jp/world/business_environment/cost.html)

b) Unit Price for Expenses
The following table has been established regarding various expenses with reference to actual AGT
unit prices in Japan.
Expenses include much of the outsourcing, such as maintenance, inspection and cleaning, which
greatly affects the difference in labor cost unit pricing between Japan and Vietnam. On this basis, the
unit price for expenses has been established. Expenses for rolling stock storage costs have been
established with the idea that the price for the purchase of AGT parts, etc., will be the same as that of
Japan.
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Table 6-8 Establishment of AGT Running Costs (Unit Price for Expenses)
Item

Concept of
setting

Outline
Costs for cleaning, inspection,
maintenance and repair of tracks

Set value in Japan
AGT record

5)Station
management

Expenses related to handling of
passengers, such as fare collection

Proportional
to
travel kilometers at
a car
Proportional
to
travel kilometers at
a car
Proportional
to
travel kilometers at
a car
Proportional
to
travel kilometers at
a car
Proportional
to
number of stations

6)Management

Other management including
administrative expenses.

Proportional
to
number of staffs

2 million yen/staff

7)Power

Electricity cost at train, station,
depot.

Proportional
to
travel kilometers at
a car

20 yen/car-km

1) Railway

Costs for cleaning, inspection,
maintenance and repair of power
cable, line, substations, etc.
Costs for cleaning, inspection,
maintenance and repair of rolling
stock.
Expenses required for driving a
train. Excluding power costs.

2) Electric
3) Rolling stock
4) Driving

25 yen/car-km
25 yen/car-km
30 yen/car-km
10 yen/car-km

Set value in this
project

3,000
3,000
7,000
1,000

VND/car-km
VND/car-km
VND/car-km
VND/car-km

20 million yen/station

1,700,000,000
VND/station
170,000,000
VND/staff
4,100

VND/car-km

*Expenses also include outsourcing costs. Therefore, work to be classified as labor costs is also recorded as expenses. For
item 1）, 2）, 4）, 5）, 6）, personnel expenses are considered to be the main.
*Assume that 80% of these items are labor costs, and make corrections based on the ratio of personnel expenses unit cost of
Japan and Vietnam (20%). Specifically, it is set as 40% of the unit price setting in Japan (80% - 20% + 20%)
Source: METI Study Team

Table 6-9 Results of AGT Running Costs (Expenses)
Line
length

Operation
Method

Manned
12.7

YOKOHAMA
SEASIDE LINE

14.7

YURIKAMOME

10.6

Driver
Driverless
Driverless
Driver-

Nippori-toneri
Liner

15.3

KOBE NEW
TRANSIT

18.4

ASTRAMLINE

Less
Manned
Driver

Management

Per number
of stations

Per number
of stuffs

Yen/sta.

Yen/pax.

Electric

Vehicle

Driving

Per travel
kilometer
at a car
Yen/car-km

Per travel
kilometer
at a car
Yen/car-km

Per travel
kilometer
at a car
Yen/car-km

Per travel
kilometer
at a car
Yen/car-km

600V
AC

29

24

36

11

6,718

2,074

14

600V
AC

28

31

26

11

23,478

2,724

17

750V
DC

3

14

25

4

13,643

1,494

15

600V
AC

45

24

46

4

35,981

1,938

27

750V
DC

11

27

25

2

16,491

773

26

23

24

32

6

19,262

1,801

20

Electriication
type

km

Saitama New
Urban Transit

Station
management

Railway

Power
Per travel
kilometer
at a car
Yen/car-km

*Only expenses are recorded.
* Target AGT is an urban transportation system that requires a fare for use. The side guidance system was limited.
*KOBE NEW TRANSIT has 2 lines (PORT LINER, ROKKO LINER)
Source: METI Study Team
(based on Railway Statistical Annual Report 2015,Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism, Japan)
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(3) Running Cost Calculation Results
Da Nang City AGT running costs will be approximately VND 223 ~ 245 billion per year.
That is roughly VND 33,000 per km travelled by rolling stock, which is approximately three times the
current operating cost per km of the city buses operating in Da Nang. Also, converting this to Japanese
yen, the cost per km travelled by rolling stock is 160-170 yen.
Results from Japan show that the cost per km is around 300 yen, which is about twice the AGT
running cost in Da Nang.
Table 6-10 Running Cost Record of Bus in Da Nang city
Route 5
Route 7
Route 8
Route 11
Route 12

Cost per travel kilometer at a car
9,878 VND/km
9,947 VND/km
10,123 VND/km
10,679 VND/km
9,869 VND/km

Source：Da Nang City Transportation Department documents

Source：Study Team (based on Railway Statistical Annual Report 2015, Ministry of Land, Infrastructure,
Transport and Tourism, Japan)

Figure 6-3 Running Cost Record of AGT System in Japan
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Renewal of Facilities and Large-scale Repair Plans
Calculations for repair expenses for civil engineering structures have been made based on results from
Japan.
PC bridge maintenance items and service life are shown below. In this project, the period of the
project plan is 30 years, so operation and maintenance costs for public works buildings involves only the
replacement of bearing devices.
Rolling stock carriage expansion plans due to increased demand are shown in the table below.
In addition, facility repair and large-scale renewal has been established as shown in the table below.
Table 6-11 Repair Cost List based on Repairing Record in Japan (per 10 ㎞)
Unit Cost
(1,000yen)

Type of Construction

Unit

Quantity

Design
Life
(Year)

Remarks

100

Not
Considered as
Project Cost

60

Not
Considered as
Project Cost

60

Not
Considered as
Project Cost

2,500
Bearing Device
Change

Partial Repair

Laminated
Rubber Bearing

1 Bearing Line

10,000.0

pcs

n= 2pcs

1,334
=14.0m

Rust Prevention for
Rebars
+ Structure Repair

87.0

㎡

Surface Coating
Works

13.0

㎡

140,000
140,000

Table 6-12 Expansion Plan of Rolling Stock
After opening

Year

Added train

2nd year

2031

2 trains

6th year

2035

2 trains

14th year

2043

1 train

23rd year

3 trains
2052
Source: METI Study Team

Table 6-13 Establishment of Facility Repair and Large-scale Renewal
Item

Civil/
Architecture

Systems/
Rolling Stock

Cycle

Expansion Change
Bearing Replacement

20 years
100 years

Rust Prevention for Rebars
+ Structure Repair

60 years

Surface Coating Works

60 years

Substation

Rolling Stock

30 years
20 years
40 years

AFC

15 years

Cost
18yen/10km

100% of Initial
investment
60% of Initial
investment
100% of Initial
investment
100% of Initial
investment

*Facility renewal etc. shall be carried out the following year of exchange cycle.
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Remarks

The replacement of the vehicle is a
cycle of 40 years, and a big scale
renewal of the accessories is done in
the middle 20 years.

Source: METI Study Team

Calculation of Project Costs
Civil Engineering and Construction
(1) Establishment of Unit Price
a) General Section (Standard Viaduct)
It is assumed that the viaduct in Da Nang shall be a girder-type viaduct that combines an RC bridge
pier and PC deck girders, but examples of this from Japan are few, such as the Hiroshima Astram Line.
Also, the PC deck girders on the Hiroshima Astram Line were cast-in-place hollow type girders, which
is a very different construction method to the PC deck girders expected to be used in Da Nang
(span-by-span construction method). For that reason, it is difficult to make assumptions about the cost
by applying examples from within Japan.
Therefore, the unit price shall be assumed with reference to examples of the application of similar
construction methods from within Vietnam.
b) Stations (Elevated Stations)
Station viaducts are expected to be girder-type viaducts.
The station width shall be a two-story structure that is approximately twice that of a standard viaduct
(7.5 m) at 14.4 m. Based on examples of construction from within Vietnam. It is assumed that a total of
five intra-floor facilities (elevators and escalators) shall be installed.
c) Shield Tunnel
Construction costs in Vietnam have been set with reference to results from within Japan.
Construction costs for the recent construction of shields that are similar to underground train shield
tunnels (single track tunnel) in Japan is generally 5.7 million yen/m (two-track).
Shield outer diameter: 6,300 mm or less
Shield operation method: Single-track U-turn method
Segment type: RC segment
Shield tunnel construction work costs are greatly affected by the shield outer diameter, segment type,
section length and machine supply method, etc. The unit price for shield construction work in Da Nang is
thought to be relatively higher than that of construction work costs in Japan. Also, it is expected that the
construction work unit price will be higher than when constructing the upper surface.
d) Cut & Cover Tunnel and Underground Stations
Regarding the cut tunnel, construction costs are greatly affected by the depth and the type of retaining
wall construction method.
In addition, the construction unit price (including equipment, etc.) in underground stations is assumed
to be twice that of a viaduct station due to the need for ventilation equipment, etc.
It is assumed that a total of five intra-floor facilities (elevators and escalators) shall be installed.
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e) Retaining Wall (Geotextile)
Regarding the retaining wall (geotextile), construction costs are greatly affected by the scale of
ground improvement works.
f) U-type Retaining Wall
As no special construction methods are needed, construction can be carried out by a local trader, and
the scale of the retaining wall is smaller than that of the cut tunnel, so the unit price (excavation unit
price by volume) is roughly 80% of the cut and cover tunnel.
(2) Length of Each Structure
The length of each structure in the proposed route is shown on the table below, while the addition of
the structure sections to the profile is shown on the following page.
Table 6-14 Length of the AGT Route Plan by Type of Civil Structures
Type of Civil Structures
Viaduct

Length

Sections between Stations

11,035m

Sections of Stations

660m

Embankment

190m

Retaining Wall

190m

Underground

Sections between Stations (Cut & Cover Tunnel)

400m

Sections between Stations (Shield Tunnel)

1,315m

Sections of Stations (Cut & Cover Tunnel)

60m

Total

13,850m
Source: METI Study Team
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Figure 6-4 Type of Civil Structures on the AGT Route
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Source: METI Study Team

(3) Calculation of estimated project costs
The following table shows the estimate project costs calculated on the basis of the length of each
structure on the proposed route (initial investment amount for infrastructure). The total amount is
approximately VND 9.4 trillion (approximately VND 676 billion/km), of which, public works comprise
approximately VND 8.4 trillion and construction comprises approximately VND 1.0 trillion.
Rolling Stock and Systems

Based on maintenance examples and interviews with manufacturers in Japan, the initial costs for
rolling stock systems are estimated to be approximately VND 10.6 trillion (approximately VND 768
billion /km).

Cost Reduction Measures
Civil Engineering and Construction
By limiting the length of the underground section, the unit price by length of construction work can be
held back to about one third. Regarding the area near the airport where the height of structures is limited,
it will be necessary to make further adjustments based on future investigations.
Rolling Stock and Systems
It is thought that initial costs can be reduced by 20% by switching from automatic to manual operation,
changing from PSD to platform fencing, and by making other rolling stock system simplifications.
However, running costs will increase 10% because of the need for driver personnel due to manual
operation.
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7. Study of Project Implementation Plan
An alternative project scheme for project implementation has been proposed that has different
implementation details and risk allocation for Da Nang City. A summary of the studied scheme is
shown in 7-1 and the expected schedule is stated in 7-2.

7.1 Project implementation plan (draft project scheme)
The AGT Project is characterized by high-initial construction costs and public services that benefit
the lives of residents, yet management services is a field that can be made more efficient by means of
the efforts of private enterprises, which is often done in Japan and nearby countries. In view of the
status of similar projects in which such enterprises have been used in the past, a scheme is shown in
the table below that has the potential for their use in the AGT business in Da Nang. “(1) Public
Funding & Public Operation” at the top is a plan in which public organizations implement everything
from construction to management, while the ratio of involvement of private enterprises increases in
the schemes further down the table.
Table 7-1 Project scheme and role sharing between public and private

*This table does not take into account the distribution of income risk.
Source：Study team

Next, a summary of the individual schemes will be explained. When implementing the survey,
various alternative plans were explained to Da Nang City, but a final decision has not yet been made,
and the city has chosen to conduct a more detailed survey as they want to select a scheme based on
the financial status at the time of implementation.
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(1) Public Funding & Public Operation

Figure 7-1 Public funding & Public Operation scheme
Source: Study team

With this scheme, Da Nang City, as the implementing agency, will construct and supply all of the
facilities and equipment required for project implementation. A city agency will also carry out O&M
while the use of private enterprises will be limited to partial outsourcing.
The advantage of this is that concessional loans from JICA and ADB, etc., can be used as funding
sources, but private funding and management expertise cannot be used. The management of the
under-construction Hanoi BRT and Ho Chi Minh Underground Train projects will be implemented
by a public organization, and there are similarities to this Public Funding & Public Operation scheme,
which is highly feasible.
(2) Public Funding & Private Operation

Figure 7-2 Public Funding & Private Operation scheme
Source: Study Team
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With this scheme, as with "(1) Public Funding & Public Operation,” Da Nang City will implement
initial investment, renewals during maintenance and large-scale repairs. Only O&M work will be
outsourced to a private enterprise on a long-term contract, which is expected to achieve efficient
service implementation. Fee collection is often implemented privately with revenue risk carried by
the government, and, typically, SPC remuneration is regulated as a stable amount each year.
(3) Vertical Separation Scheme

*The figure shows the revenue risk expected to be borne by SPC
Source: Study Team

Figure 7-3 Vertical Separation Scheme

Of the facilities required for project implementation, in this scheme, Da Nang City will construct
and supply substructures (civil engineering sections, and electrical services and rolling stock, etc.),
while private enterprises (SPC) will implement project management and the renewal of electrical
services and rolling stock. As with “(1) Public Funding & Public Operation” and “(2) Public Finding
& Private Operation,” the advantage is that the main facilities are constructed by public organizations,
so concessional loans can be used such as International Yen Loans, which will limit financial
expenditure. Also, private enterprises take on O&M and the renewal of electrical services and rolling
stock with the aim of optimizing work. The concern is that the different agencies used for the
construction of substructures and superstructures will cause public organizations to delay
construction and will hinder system integration.
The revenue risk holder is a private enterprise or the city but, in the case that the city takes on the
revenue risk, remuneration to private enterprises will be a stable AP (Availability Payment) sum.
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(4) BOT Scheme

*The figure shows the revenue risk expected to be borne by SPC

Figure 7-4 BOT Scheme
Source: Study Team

In the case that public funding cannot be used for project costs, there is a BOT scheme in which
SPC takes on all initial costs and management costs. SPC will perform all construction and
management work, which is expected to optimize LCC without the integration risks of “(3) Vertical
Separation.” For business to be successful, it is preferable that there is a party with expertise that
implements the project, that there are reasonable government guarantees, and that there is a mature
financial environment, etc.
The revenue risk holder is a private enterprise or the city but, in the case that the city takes on the
revenue risk, as with “(3) Vertical Separation,” remuneration to SPC will be a stable AP (Availability
Payment) sum.
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7.2 Project schedule
A project schedule that assumes a business start date of 2030 is shown in the table below. The main
items to be implemented prior to the start of construction include a feasibility study, basic plan,
detailed plan, production of EIA, establishment of SPC, funding supply, various procedures, and
construction work orders, which is expected to take about 5 years in general.
The main items to be implemented between the start of construction and the start of business
include site purchasing, preparation work (removal of building, removal of obstacles, removal of
underground objects), civil engineering construction work, system-related construction work and
rolling stock supply, and, as soon as rolling stock is delivered later on, business preparation will be
conducted, including test runs and skilled operation. It is expected that a period of about 6 years will
be required for this.
Table 7-2
Year
Item

2020

2021

2022

Project schedule
2023

2024

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

Feasibility study
Basic plan
Detailed plan
EIA production
SPC establishment
Funding supply
Various procedures
Construction work ordering
Site purchasing
Building removal
Preparation

Obstacle removal

work
Underground object
removal
Civil
engineering
work

Elevated and
ground level parts
Underground parts
Stations
Railroad

Systemrelated work

tracks

construction work
Construction work
Electrical and
machinery work

Rolling stock supply
Start of

Preparation for start of business

business

Source: Produced by Study Team
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8. Finance study and proposal
8.1 Project Cost Estimation
The project cost was estimated based on the following assumptions.
Price year: 2018
FX rate：1JPY=201.17 VND、1USD=23,255 VND、1USD＝115.6 JPY (December 14th,2018)
Price escalation：Foreign Currency:1.8%、Local Currency: 4.0%
Consulting Service Fee： 7% of Construction cost
Physical Contingency：10% of Construction and Consulting costs
Administration Fee：5% of Construction cost
VAT:10% of Construction cost
Expenditure schedule during construction period is estimated. Total project cost is VND 33,869 Billion
including inflation.

8.2 Financial Analysis
The financial feasibility of the Project was evaluated here by calculating net present value (NPV) and
financial internal rate of return (FIRR). The NPV is a measurement of the profit calculated by subtracting
the present value of cash outflows from present value of cash inflows over a period of time. An NPV
greater than 0 means that the project is feasible. FIRR is the discount rate (required rate of return) that
makes the NPV equal to zero, and the measure of the return of investment for Da Nang city. Discount rate
6% was used referring to long term government bond.
Price year：2018
Evaluation period：2022―2059（8 years of design and construction, 30 years of operation from
2030）
Inflation is excluded
Costs
(1) Initial costs
Total initial cost is VND 26,984billion and disbursement schedule is assumed.
(2) Reinvestment costs
Reinvestment/replacement costs which occurs after operation launch is assumed. Residual value is
added as negative costs in the final year of project life.
(3) O&M costs
The O&M costs of operation year 1(2030) is 223 Billion VND. Accumulated O&M costs during project
life is 7,112 Billion VND, which is 1,801Billion VND in NPV.
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Revenue
(1) Fare setting
The study considers fare revenue and advertisement revenue (10% of fare revenue) as project revenue.
Willingness to pay for AGT fare is assumed to be twice of current bus fare (5,000 VND to 6,000 VND)
since AGT user will benefit from safe and faster travel. Moreover, by the time operation starts, potential
user would have higher affordability to pay from income growth. Therefore average fare (base case ) was
set to 13,000VND for 2030 operation starts.
Alternative average fare was set as follows.
Base case：13,000 VND
Case 1) 13,000 VND (year 2030) then yearly increase up to 20,000 VND (year 2040)
Case 2) 13,000 VND (year 2030) then yearly increase up to 30,000 (year 2050)
Case 3) 13,000 VND (year 2030) then yearly increase up to 40,000 (2059)

average fare setting
50,000
40,000
30,000
20,000
10,000
2030
2031
2032
2033
2034
2035
2036
2037
2038
2039
2040
2041
2042
2043
2044
2045
2046
2047
2048
2049
2050
2051
2052
2053
2054
2055
2056
2057
2058
2059

0

Base case

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3
Source: Study team

Figure 8-1 Average fare setting
It is noteworthy that in each fare case, revenue recovers O&M & reinvestment cost.

Source: Study team

Figure 8-2 Comparison of revenue and O&M costs
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FIRR, NPV and Sensitivity analysis
(1) Base case result
The result of project financial analysis is FIRR – 7.8%, and NPV -16,825 Billion VND. Negative NPV
indicates the project is not profitable, and throughout the project, Danang city will need to bear 16,825
Billion VND (in present value).
Table 8-1 FIRR and NPV (Billion VND)
Case

FIRR

Base case

-7.80%

Revenue NPV

Costs NPV

2,909

-19,734

Total NPV
-16,825
Source: Study team

Unit: Billion VND
6,000
4,000
2,000
0
‐2,000
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7

8

9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

‐4,000
‐6,000
‐8,000
‐10,000
CAPEX

O&M

Revenue

Net Cashflow

Source: Study team

Figure 8-3 Project Cashflow (base case)
(2) Sensitivity Analysis
Based on the base case (NPV - 16.8 trillion VND) above, sensitivity analysis was conducted to see the
impact of revenue increase and cost reduction.
Fare case 1,2 and 3 are applied for revenue increase
20% Capital expenditure and O&M cost reduction
As Table below shows, fare increase case 1,2 and 3 will improve project NPV by 1,185 billion ~2,397
billion VND. Furthermore, 20% cost reduction (CAPEX and O&M cost each) will improve project NP`V
by 3,967 billion VND.
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Table 8-2 Sensitivity Analysis (Billion NPV)
Item

Revenue (NPV)

Costs (NPV)

Total (NPV)

Total NPV
improved by

2,909

-19,734

‐16,825

０

Fare Case 1

4,094

-19,734

-15,640

+1,185

Fare Case 2

5,008

-19,734

-14,726

+2,099

Fare Case3

5,306

-19,734

-14,428

+2,397

O&M Cost cut by 20%

2,909

-19,374

-16,465

+360

CAPEX cut by 20%

2,909

-16,147

-13,238

+3,587

5,306

-15,787

-10,482

+6,344

Base Case
1) Fare case alternatives

2) Cost reduction

3) Total
Fare Case 3, Costs -20%
Source: Study team
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(3) Utilization of Japanese ODA loan
In terms of project funding sources, the burden of initial investment on the city can be reduced by means
of an ODA loan that enables borrowing with concessional conditions. Decree 97/2018/ND-CP
demonstrates a policy whereby foreign debt can be partially sublet to a local government, and, presently,
50% of the amount borrowed for the projects in Da Nang City is sublet.
The debt limit for each municipality is defined in Public Budget Law and data from the Da Nang City
finance office shows that it is possible to take on up to a maximum of 5.7 trillion VND (approx. 28 billion
yen) of debt by 2020. Therefore, along with national debt, a loan of up to 11.4 trillion VND is possible by
law.
In order to evaluate the impact on city financing, a calculation of the NPV reduction as of 2019 was
made with the assumption that the project overall cost will be 10.0 trillion VND, of which 5.0 trillion is
subleased to Da Nang City. Repayments borne by the government were excluded, and city repayments
were included as a proportional division of capital in the year of repayment.
As of January 2019, the conditions of ODA yen loans are as follows.
General terms: Interest rate of 1.5% per year, repayment period of 30 years (inc. grace period of 10
year)
STEP: Interest rate of 0.1% per year, repayment period of 40 years (inc. grace period of 12 years)
(tied)
The amount for which the city is responsible would be reduced by 4,995 billion VND under the general
terms and by 5,361 billion VND under STEP due to national support (50%) and the postponement of city
repayments. As a result, this would be effective in reducing city costs as it has a greater cost-reduction
effect than mentioned above.
Table 8-3 Impact of Japanese ODA loan utilization (Billion VND)
Revenue

Case

(NPV)

Base case
General

Terms

(fixed

Costs (NPV)

Total (NPV)

Total NPV
improved by

2,909

-19,734

-16,825

2,909

-14,739

-11,830

＋4,995

2,909

-14,343

-11,464

＋5,361

rate)
STEP (fixed rate)

Source: Study team
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Project scheme and funding supply options, and financial analysis
Using the assumed business implementation schemes, including Public Funding & Public Operation,
leasing and Vertical Separation, an analysis will be made from the city’s financial point of view of the
cash flow in each scheme during the construction period and management period. In the scheme in which
the city is responsible for the initial investment amount, there is a high burden during the construction
period. In the case that an ODA yen loan, etc., is used for part of the investment funding, the burden on
the city is reduced, which means that the cost during construction period is postponed to the repayment
period. Also, in the case that private enterprises are responsible for construction costs, such as Vertical
Separation and BOT, payments from the city to SPC are made during the management period, which
lowers the initial financial burden on the city.
The numbers used in the calculations in this chapter have included expected price increases for revenue
and expenditure, and it is necessary to note that the terms are different from the above-mentioned financial
calculation numbers.
(1) Public Funding & Public Operation (Da Nang City self-funding)
As a base case, the following graph shows the case that Da Nang City carries out the construction and
management in this project by means of self-funding without using a loan. The city needs support of up
to a maximum of 8,000 billion VND per year during the construction period. As discussed later in Chapter
8.4, it is assumed that there will be annual investment costs of 7,000 to 8,000 billion VND between 2017
and 2020, which is a large burden that is almost equal to the city’s annual expenditure. After the start of
management, profits will increase excluding years of major facility repair, and in the future it will be
possible to recover part of the investment amount.
（Billion VND）

6,000
4,000
2,000
0
‐2,000

‐10 ‐9 ‐8 ‐7 ‐6 ‐5 ‐4 ‐3 ‐2 ‐1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

‐4,000
‐6,000
‐8,000
‐10,000
Revenue

O&M

Initial Investment

Reinvestment

Net Cashflow

Figure 8-4 Public Funding & Public Operation scheme: Danang City cashflow
Source: Study team

(2) Public Funding & Public Operation/Public Funding & Private Operation (use of yen loan)
It is conceivable that work will be implemented in the above-mentioned Public Funding & Public
Operation scheme and that the maximum yen loan will be used for funding. In view of Da Nang City debt
limit regulations (40% of city revenue) and the 50:50 ratio of debt between the central government and
Da Nang City, which is a condition of ODA, the central government can borrow a yen loan of 10,059
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billion VND (50 billion yen), of which 50% (or 5,029 billion VND/25 billion yen) is expected to be sublet
to Da Nang City.
As a result, in comparison to the case in which an ODA yen loan is not used, expenditure during the
construction period drops by about 2,000 billion VND per year (10 billion yen), and there is a surplus in
city investment expenditure. Also, repayments for the amount borrowed by the city will result in capital
repayments + interest repayments of 25 billion VND per year (1.25 billion yen) across 25 years after the
10-year grace period. Due to this repayment amount, profit until the 22nd year after the start of
management will decrease.
(Billion VND)

6,000
4,000
2,000
0
‐10 ‐9 ‐8 ‐7 ‐6 ‐5 ‐4 ‐3 ‐2 ‐1 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 25 26 27 28 29 30

‐2,000
‐4,000
‐6,000
‐8,000
‐10,000

Revenue

O&M

Interest payment

Reinvestment

Principle repayment

Net Cashflow

Initial investment

Figure 8-5 Public Funding & Public Operation (with ODA loan): Danang City cashflow
Source: Study team

Service operations and O&M will be outsourced to private company by a long-term contract, in the case
of the Public Funding & Public Operation scheme, the city’s cashflow will be similar to that stated above.
Specifically, the O&M costs paid every year will be replaced by outsourcing costs to private enterprises.
Also, due to the efficiency and cost reduction of private management, it is expected that total project costs
during the whole project period will be reduced.
(3) Vertical Separation scheme (use of yen loan)
This is a scheme in which the project is implemented with public organizations and private enterprises
dividing the necessary supply and renewal of facilities, machinery and rolling stock, etc. The publicprivate division of roles is implemented on the basis of the profitability of the project and risk analysis,
but, in general, there are many examples in which public organizations construct civil engineering
structures, while machinery, systems and rolling stock, etc., are supplied by private. In this section, an
example is given in which the construction and renewal of civil engineering is done by public
organizations (using an international yen loan), while private enterprises supply and renew everything else.
The city’s initial costs are held back to 2,000 billion VND per year or less, and instead there are payments
to be made to private enterprises during the O&M period. Due to ODA yen loan repayments and payments
to private enterprises, the result is the continuous negative profits during the management period.
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Figure 8-6 Vertical separation（with ODA loan）:Danang city cashflow
Source: Study team

(4) BOT Scheme
As stated in 7.1, it is conceivable that the BOT scheme will be applied in which initial investment and
renewal costs as well as O&M costs are borne by private. Revenue type differs depending on which party
takes on the revenue risk, but in the case that the implementing agency takes on the risk, AP (Availability
Payment) is generally applied, and in the case that SPC takes on the risk, it is standard for revenue to be
provided from customers. In this project, the overall costs cannot be recovered from revenue alone, so
private companies expect that the city will pay the AP to SPC, which the reward is fixed and the rate is
revised every year (by inflation, etc.).
Below is an example of city cashflow related to this business in which payments are not made during
the construction period, whereas, during the supposed 30-year management period, an amount of about
1,600 billion VND (8 billion yen) is paid to SPC every year as per the pricing as of 2030. As shown in the
figure below, expenditure during the management period is higher than revenue, so the city pays that
difference from its budget.
The unit price of AP remuneration will be decided by competitive bidding and private enterprises will
calculate the initial construction costs, renewal costs, O&M costs, financial costs related to funding supply
and SPC profits, and shall bid for an amount to cover those costs. In comparison to Public Funding &
Public Operation and lease contracting, etc., there will be an increase in financial costs and SPC profit
costs, but it is also expected that the construction period and unit price will be reduced by private
construction, and that additional revenue will be created, so that, when looking at life-cycle costs, the
payments made by the city will be reduced in some cases due to the efforts made by private enterprises.
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Figure 8-7 BOT: Da Nang City cashflow
Source: Study team

(5) Use of private funding by means of local development
In addition to project implementation by means of the typical funding supplies mentioned above,
another possible method is to give private enterprises development rights in the local area in exchange for
taking on part of the infrastructure investment debt. In the past, the same systems were considered in “The
Project for Studying the Implementation of Integrated UMRT and Urban Development for Hanoi” (JICA,
2015) and “Preparatory Survey on Transit Oriented Development in Binh Duong Province and BRT
Development Project” (JICA, 2016) that were implemented in Vietnam. In these investigations, a model
was investigated whereby the main stations, parking lots, and bus terminals, etc., connected to the urban
railroad, national railroad and BRT, etc., would be redeveloped, and those costs would be covered by
profits from the sale of nearby offices and condominiums constructed by the private enterprises that carry
out the work. Even within Japan, there is a history of post-war private railways being developed using
investments in and maintenance of properties constructed near the rail lines as well as profits from
department store management, which creates a positive cycle when managed correctly.
Meanwhile, the use of revenue from outside the main project has the defect of hindering project
transparency and competitiveness. In the past, infrastructure facilities such as highways and sewers in
Vietnam have been implemented in a scheme called BT (Build-Transfer). With the BT method, enterprises
constructed infrastructure facilities free of charge and the country or city provides these enterprises with
various development rights as collateral, but the contract terms were unclear, and competitive bidding was
not carried out, so it was criticized by international agencies. Therefore, in order to make application to
this business, it is necessary to implement a detailed FS to confirm that there are no legislative or
procedural issues in Vietnam, that private enterprises make sufficient profit, and that the contract terms
are appropriate.

Summary of financial analysis
As stated in 8.2.3, the AGT Project proposed in this survey requires that the city provides aid of 16,825
billion VND (83.6 billion yen) at the present value (as of 2019) as a whole. As investigated in the
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sensitivity analysis, in the case of implementing policies such as setting higher fees, reducing costs and
using an ODA yen loan, it is possible to reduce expenditure by about 10,000 billion VND, and the city
expects such profit-increasing efforts to be made.
The financial analysis stated that attention must be given to the amount for which the city is responsible,
yet it is preferable to reduce costs and increase business efficiency by means of the applied scheme and
funding sources, so the period during which city expenditure is necessary will vary. For that reason, the
city wishes to make a more appropriate scheme selection by conducting a more detailed feasibility study,
planning and preparing investment budgets, and studying funding supply by means of concessional loans
and the use of PPP, etc.

8.3 Economic Analysis
Methodology of economic analysis
Economic analysis evaluates whether society at large gains from this investment. This section compares
costs and benefits of with project and without project, and derives EIRR from economic cashflow. Social
discount rate is set to 12% and EIRR higher than 12% is considered socially valuable investment.
Economic costs
Financial costs are converted to economic costs and SCF 0.851 are applied to local currency portion.
Inflation and tax are not considered.
(1) Initial costs
Initial economic costs are estimated.
(2) Reinvestment costs
Reinvestment costs during operation period is assumed.
(3) O&M Costs
O&M costs of the first year of operation (2030) is 203 Billion VND. Accumulated O&M costs
throughout the operation period is 6,472 Billion VND.
Economic benefits
In this study, 1) Travel time reduction of AGT users (from bus), 2) Vehicle cost reduction from AGT
users, 3) CO2 reduction from AGT users were accounted as economic benefits.
(1) Travel time reduction of AGT users (from bus)
Travel time with and without AGT project was estimated and the reduced travel time was monetized by
multiplying with travel time value (table below). Economic benefit is calculated as 1,807 billion VND in
2034 when demand has established. As time value increase, the economic benefits will increase over the
years.

1

Preparatory Survey on Transit Oriented Development in Binh Duong Province and BRT Development Project (2016)
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Table 8-4 Travel time value
TTC
2020
2030
2040
2050

Motorcycle
2.39
3.54
4.96
6.71

Car
3.55
5.25
7.35
9.95

Bus
1.91
2.82
3.95
5.35

Source: Study team based on Data Collection Survey on BRT in Hanoi (2016) and The preparatory survey on
Trung Luong – My Thuan expressway project in Vietnam (2013)

(2) Vehicle cost reduction from AGT users; and,
(3) CO2 reduction benefits
The two benefits are calculated in Chapter 6.5, account for less than 1% of overall benefits.
EIRR and other economic benefits
Based on economic benefits and costs, EIRR was derived as 7.24%, which is below the social discount
rate 12%. However, it needs to be stressed that other than AGT user (from bus)’s benefits are not included
in the EIRR calculation. Other benefits include 1) AGT users (shifted from car, motorcycle) benefits, ii)
traffic jam reduction, iii) station and sideway area development, iv) improved living condition by climate
change mitigation & noise reduction, and v) employment opportunity expansion. It is expected to collect
more data to quantify those additional benefits to understand the project effects to the society as a whole.
Unit: Billion VND
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Figure 8-8 Economic Cashflow
Source: Study team

8.4 Financial capacity of the city
The financial capacity of Da Nang City as the main implementing agency in this project in this
summarized below.
Annual expenditure in Da Nang City
Annual revenue and expenditure from 2011 to 2020 is shown below, as obtained from the Ministry of
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Finance website and the Da Nang City financial bureau. The values until 2017 are the actual figures, and
the values from 2018 and thereafter are estimates. The Vietnamese public budget can be used across a
period of two years, and the revenue and expenditure brought across from the previous year can overlap
with the following year. It is difficult to understand the annual budget amount with this included, so it has
been removed from the table below.
Table 8-5 Da Nang City financial revenue and expenditure
Unit: Million VND
No

Item

Local Revenue
I

Decentralized Revenue (Tax, Customs, Fees)

II

Additional Revenue from Central Budget

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Actual

Estimate

Estimate

2011

2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

12,577,754

IV Others

2020

10,758,117

11,192,836

12,151,762

14,424,030

15,973,241

18,728,990

18,344,183

18,255,353
17,579,500

10,269,081

6,053,053

7,643,408

8,077,898

10,687,498

13,537,314

15,073,544

15,925,932

16,442,900

1,470,751

3,418,616

2,399,473

1,292,273

961,742

290,019

837,408

2,021,858

1,199,783

0

0

2,000,000

140,000

1,540,000

110,000

0

62,289

781,200

701,500

675,853

III Loans

837,922

Local Expenditure

12,457,988

Estimate

11,228,806

986,319
11,996,410

575,236
11,542,672

282,665
11,431,396

392,522
11,087,521

596,697
10,985,716

0
14,553,298

0
16,190,315

0
18,344,183

0
18,255,354

I

Development Expenditure

7,324,412

7,216,065

6,344,422

6,134,638

5,468,951

4,460,362

7,356,015

8,649,481

7,991,765

6,877,853

II

Recurrent Expenditure

3,057,680

3,752,543

4,178,433

4,798,139

5,241,287

6,130,844

6,949,470

7,367,705

7,760,315

8,742,630

20,000

25,000

20,000

2,000

2,000

20,000

20,000

150,000

200,000

200,000

826,714

1,002,802

999,817

496,619

375,283

374,510

227,813

23,129

2,392,103

2,434,871

III Transfer to Financial Reserve Fund
V Others

* In the data obtained for 2016 and 2017, the revenue brought forward is unclear, so calculations were made with the
assumption that the same amount of expenditure was also brought forward.
Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City
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Da Nang City’s annual revenue and expenditure is mostly balanced. Also, the revenue amount is
gradually increasing, making a budget of 18,729 billion VND for 2018.
Annual revenue in the city
Below, the revenue of Da Nang City from 2011 through to 2020 is displayed. The amount increases
bullishly from 12.6 to 18.4 trillion VND. The breakdown of the annual average revenue and expenditure
for the last seven years from 2011 to 2017 is also displayed.

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Figure 8-9 Transition in revenue of Da Nang City (millions of VND)

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Figure 8-10 Da Nang City revenue breakdown (average over seven years) (millions of VND)
As shown in Figure 8-10, There are two main types of revenue in the local municipality, one of which
is “Decentralized Revenue (Tax, Customs, Fees),” and the other being “Additional Revenue from Central
Budget, Surplus, Transfer, Grant.” The ratio of revenue from the latter is decided by the national managing
committee, but the distribution from 2011 to 2015 was 85% (Da Nang City) and 15% (central government)
according to “Data Collection Survey on Sustainable and Integrated Urban Development in Da Nang City
(JICA, 2017).”
In addition, aid from central government (7-year results average: 4%) is two-fold, the first being
provided in order to minimize financial disparity between prefectural administrative organizations through
a Balancing Transfer. As far as can be understood in Da Nang City from 2011 and thereafter, this provision
has not been received. The other type is a Target Transfer that is provided for the purposes of national
policy projects and other specific projects, etc.
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Expenditure of Da Nang City
The Figure below shows the transition in expenditure and the annual average values for each item in
the last seven years in Da Nang city.

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Figure 8-11 Transition in annual expenditure in Da Nang City (millions of VND)

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Figure 8-12 Expenditure breakdown in Da Nang City (7-year average) (millions of VND)
As shown in Figure 8-12, the main items of expenditure in the city are development expenditure (54%)
and recurrent expenditure (41%). The development expenditure amount is set aside for economic and
social infrastructure projects managed by the city. The amount increased bullishly between 2011 and 2020
from 4.5 to 8.6 trillion VND (23 to 43 billion yen). Recurrent expenditure is allocated for city office
management fees and services managed by the city (education and medical care), which increases along
with inflation and personnel increase.
Loan status
Each province and city’s loans are limited according to the “Public Budget Law.” In the case of Da
Nang City, the loan balance limit as of 2018 was set at 40% of the annual “Decentralized Revenue.” The
table below shows the loan limit and current fiscal year balance, which was obtained from the Da Nang
City financial bureau. The ratio of the balance out of the maximum limit was more than 70% in 2015 and
2016, but repayments were later made and the as of 2018 it is 22%. Also, an increase in revenue has
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contributed to the amount that can be borrowed until 2021, which has gone up to 5.6 trillion VND (28
billion yen).
Table 8-6 Loan limit and financial balance (billions of VND)

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Source: Prepared by Study Team based on financial information from Da Nang City

Figure 8-13 Loan limit and financial balance (billions of VND)
In addition, it is thought that loans from international agencies and city debt are used as the source of
funds for projects implemented by Da Nang City, and the current status is shown below. First, the amount
borrowed from the World Bank for projects implemented by Da Nang City is shown below.
Current loan (amount from Central Government of Vietnam)
World Bank: In 2013, 202 million USD (approx. 24 billion yen), BRT and drainage
World Bank: In 2017, 72.5 million USD (approx. 8 billion yen), ITS and sewerage
Also, in the past, the city has twice issued municipal bonds on the domestic market with the following
amounts and conditions. Interest on municipal bonds is inspected and set by the central government.
History of issuance of city debt
In 2012, 1.5 trillion VND (approx. 7.5 billion yen), 5-year period, Interest of 11%
In 2014, 1.1 trillion VND (approx. 6 billion yen), 5-year period, Interest of 5.6%
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9. Expectations for use in policy support, etc.
The main funding sources for the implementation of business in Da Nang City are as follows.
(1) City infrastructure investment budget
(2) ODA loan
(3) Private funding
(4) Government aid for promotion of PPP projects
These funding sources have different amounts, procedures and provision conditions, etc., and the
funding source to be used will be different depending on the scheme, as explained in Chapter 7.1. The
conditions, procedures and effectiveness of each funding source are explained below.

9.1 Investment budget of the city
As shown in the financial analysis in 8.2, it is inevitable that the city will take on some costs for project
implementation. With the schemes shown in Chapter 7, namely, “(1) Public Funding & Public Operation,”
“(2) Public Funding & Public Operation” and “(3) Vertical Separation,” it is necessary for public
organizations to take on the majority of the initial investment costs.
The average annual public investment cost for the last seven years has been 6.3 trillion VND (31 billion
yen), and it is estimated that it will be an average of 7 trillion VND until 2020. As shown in Chapter 8,
AGT project costs will rise to 34 trillion VND (approx. 170 billion yen), so, in the case that all funding is
covered by investment costs only, annual expenditure in the six-year construction period will be approx.
6 trillion VND, which is almost 80% of the annual budget. For that reason, regarding the funding supply,
it is necessary to make adjustments with other planned projects. Also, in the case that the city’s investment
budget is used, thorough preparation will be required in order to incorporate the project plan in advance
in the MTPIP (Middle-term Public Investment Plans 2021 to 2025) established every five years, which
must be approved by MPI.

9.2 Use of loans, such as the JICA international yen loan
Vietnam has been able to take on low-finance loans from the World Bank and international agencies
such as JICA, and, as shown in 8.2.4, the financial burden on the city would be greatly reduced if a loan
is used. However, there are several challenges to the implementation of an international yen loan.
Vietnamese national parliament has set the debt balance limit of domestic public organizations to 65%
of GDP. According to “Bulletin, Public Debt (November 2018, No. 7)” published by the Vietnam Ministry
of Finance, the accumulated balance as of 2017 is 61.4% of GDP at 3,100 trillion VND, which has risen
greatly from 54.5% in 2013. As of 2017, there is only 3.6% left until the limit is reached, so new debt
from international agencies is now being restricted. The debt of public organizations comprises central
government debt of 2,587 trillion VND (83%), government-pledged debt of 456 trillion VND (15%), and
local municipality debt of 57 trillion VND (2%). Looking at debt funding sources, overseas debt is less
than domestic debt, yet it is difficult to make estimations of how much can be borrowed in the future
because there is no detailed information about domestic debt.
In the case of taking on foreign debt for a local municipality project, there is a provision whereby the
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government sublets part of the debt to the municipality (Decree97/2018/ND-CP). The amount of debt
sublet would depend on the financial status of the municipality, but it is thought that 50% could be sublet
for the project in Da Nang City as of 2018. In addition to the above-mentioned national debt balance, there
are provisions for each municipality’s debt balance, which is 40% of Da Nang City’s annual Decentralized
Revenue according to State Budget Law 2015. As shown in 8.4.4, the 2020 debt limit is about 7.0 trillion
VND, with a balance of 1.3 trillion VND, so the maximum amount that the city can borrow is 5.7 trillion
VND (28 billion yen).
In addition, it is possible for Da Nang City to borrow via municipal bond issuance and governmental
financial institutions such as the Bank for Investment and Development of Vietnam (BIDV) but loan
amounts in the past have not been for large sums.

9.3 Use of private funding
In the case of using the PPP scheme for project implementation, not only would project become more
efficient due to the use of private expertise but also the provision of project costs by means of private
funding would be very attractive for the implementing city. The corresponding general PPP schemes
include “(2) Public Funding & Public Operation,” “(3) Vertical Separation” and “(4) BOT,” in which the
construction of facilities managed by private enterprises and the supply of machinery, etc., is implemented
using funding from private enterprises. In addition, as stated in 8.2.4 (5), there is a history in Japan and
other countries of schemes in which profits from surrounding urban developments are used for
infrastructure investment, and this has also been investigated in Vietnam. The use of these schemes can
also be investigated.
For the project to be implemented privately, it is necessary for the project-related risk to be distributed
fairly, for reasonable profits to be ensured, and for government contract details to be adhered to closely.
Also, it is necessary for financing and investment to be provided from local financial institutions and
international agencies, for PPP-related legislative systems and procedures to be properly managed, and
for revenue guarantee and exchange conversion guarantee are given by the government, etc., which should
be analyzed in detail in the FS.

9.4 Public support for PPP
In terms of PPP-related law in Vietnam, the PPP Investment Act (Decree No. 15/2015/ND-CP) issued
in 2015 was renewed in Decree No.63/2017/ND-CP in 2018.
In the “Basic Information and Collection Survey for PPP System Design in Vietnam” implemented by
JICA in 2017, the following items were raised as financial support measures for PPP projects by the
Vietnam government based the laws above.
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Table 9-1 PPP project support details
1)PDF (Project
Development
Facility)
2)VGF (Viability
Gap Funding)/Aid
3)Guarantees
4)Long-term financial
system
(for
infrastructure
facilities)

Function
Feasibility study and transaction
advisory support

Supply status in Vietnam
Yes; Originally established by ADB
support

Direct financial support for private
enterprises
Provision of guarantees for
obligations of public organizations
Improvement of funding supply
conditions (long-term, profitable)

Yes; Stated in the Decree, but no
examples of implementation
Yes; Projects authorized individually
by Ministry of Finance
Yes; VDB, etc.

Source: Basic Information and Collection Survey for PPP System Design in Vietnam Table 1.6 (JICA, 2017)

PDF is used as funding for FS and transaction costs in order to implement PPP projects, and, after the
implementing enterprise has been determined through competitive bidding, the costs are returned by the
implementing enterprise. In Vietnam, this budget is maintained with support from ADB, etc.
Systematic provisions have been approved for both VGF (Viability Gap Funding), wherein part of the
initial investment cost is donated as aid, and aid that is donated at the time of use. Legislative provisions
can also be made after revenue guarantees and conversion guarantees, etc., have been approved by the
Ministry of Finance and others.
As above, although it is possible to have financial support and guarantees, etc., there were no PPP
projects in Vietnam implemented on the basis of this law at the time the study was implemented. The
burden for this AGT project must be taken on by the government or municipality as it is difficult to ensure
financial profitability on its own. Therefore, when implementing a details FS, the status of these legislative
systems and support tools for their use are to be confirmed.

9.5 Countermeasures for transport demand (ridership) risk
In PPP schemes in which private enterprises participate, one of the major challenges is dealing with
demand risk. In the case that private enterprises take on revenue risk, it is highly possible that the project
will fail if demand expectations are not met and profits decrease. For that reason, many investing private
enterprises require minimum revenue guarantees, etc., from public organizations. In IPP generation
projects and highway projects implemented in Vietnam in the past, there are few examples of the provision
of revenue guarantees, etc., which is recognized as being a challenge to the promotion of PPP in Vietnam.
Regarding this project, the financial analysis shows that it is difficult to recover investment funding
from fee revenue alone, and it is difficult to entrust private enterprises with revenue risk, so it may be
necessary to adjust the scheme and contract terms in order alleviate the investment burden and demand
risk. In the case that Da Nang City takes on revenue risk, it is expected that payments to SPC are paid as
AP (Availability Payment) on the condition that the service is properly managed. There are regulations
for Public Contributions, which includes AP, in the revised PPP decree issued in 2018, yet there are no
examples of implementation, so the legal basis and procedures should be confirmed when FS is
implemented.
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10. Analysis and organization of project implementation
10.1 Trends among competing companies and competitive superiority
Regarding the global rolling stock market, a major share is taken up by CRRC (China), Siemens-Alstom
(France and Germany) and Bombardier (Germany), yet Japanese enterprises are vastly superior in terms
of mid-level urban transport systems such as AGT, although their market share is incredibly small. There
is great interest from other countries from the point of view of environmental superiority and the flexible
use of space for route establishment.
For this reason, a more detailed study of domestic and international AGT introduction results was
conducted in order to understand the superiority of Japanese machinery and technology, etc.
Although western manufacturers such as Bombardier, Siemens and the Korean company Uujin have a
track in AGT production, the initial costs for EPC are comparable between Japanese-made AGT and
western/Korean manufacturers, and the life-cycle expenses of Japanese-made AGT from the purchase of
rolling stock through to its replacement are much more economical due to the low ratio of breakdown and
the low cost of maintenance. Japanese AGT systems are vastly superior and have many usage examples.
Among these, the Japanese manufacturer Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) has supplied many AGT
not only in Japan but also in North America and Asia, and it is superior in terms of reliability and cost.
Table 10-1 Examples of mid-level transport system introduction
System

Manufacturer (country)
MHI (Japan)

Tokyo, Yokohama, Kobe, Hiroshima, Incheon, Singapore,
Hong Kong, Dubai, Washington, Atlanta, Miami,
Orlando, Tampa, Macao (under construction)

Siemens (Germany)

Lille, Toulouse, Torino, Taipei, Seoul, etc.

Bombardier (Canada)

Seattle, Atlanta, Dallas, Miami, Frankfurt, Beijing,
Guangzhou, etc.

Uujin (South Korea)

Busan

CRRC (China)

No examples

Hitachi (Japan)

Tokyo, Tama, Urayasu, Osaka Kitakyushu, Okinawa,
Chongqing, Dubai, Daegu, Singapore, etc.

MHI (Japan)

Chiba (suspended-type), Fujisawa (suspended-type)

Bombardier (Canada)

Las Vegas, Sao Paolo, Riyadh

CRRC (China)

No examples

AGT

Monorail
(reference)

City of introduction
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10.2 Benefits to Japan
Technical transfer and training for Vietnam (construction, maintenance, management,
etc.)
There are no usage examples in Vietnam of the kind of AGT discussed in this study. However, with
regard to AGT construction, basic maintenance and operation techniques, and training for engineers, it is
expected that the utilization of Japanese expertise will lead to increased revenue for domestic
manufacturers, contractors and railroad operators.
Domestic companies such as MHI have many O&M contracts for overseas urban railroads and airports,
etc.
Calculation of quantitative ripple effect - quantitative ripple effect on Vietnam using
industry-related tables
Regarding the domestic economic ripple effect from the creation of new demand, when calculated using
input-output tables, in the case of “(1) Plan 1: The underground section is reduced as far as possible,” if
domestic enterprises accept the order for AGT (approx. 111 billion yen), it is provisionally calculated that
there would be an economic ripple effect in Japan of approximately 191.6 billion yen, or 1.73 times the
investment amount. In the case of “(2) Plan 2: An underground section up to the east side of the Han River,”
if domestic enterprises accept the order for AGT (approx. 131.9 billion yen), it is provisionally calculated
that there would be an economic ripple effect in Japan of approximately 232.4 billion yen, or 1.76 times
the investment amount.
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11. Studies required for complete project proposal
The table below shows the responses to the demands and items identified by Vietnamese officials with
regard to the complete project proposal.

11.1 Responding to demands and items identified by officials in the partner
country during the project implementation process
The following main demands and issues were identified explaining the superiority of AGT to the Da
Nang City People’s Committee in May 2018, and plans have been made to respond to these items in the
project.

①

②

③

④
⑤

Table 11-1 Identified items and responses
Identified item
Response
Why AGT and not some Conduct comparison of AGT and other systems (underground,
monorail, LRT and BRT, etc.), and clarify why AGT is comparatively
other means of transport?
superior
Also, clarify the compatibility between the characteristics of Da Nang
City and the characteristics of AGT systems
Which cities can serve as a Organize examples of domestic AGT usage, etc. (focusing on examples
reference for development that contribute to urban development)
in Da Nang City?
How will AGT contribute Organize the contributions to socio-economic development, including
to the socio-economic sustainable urban development, realization of an efficient means of
transport, high added-value urban formation and reduced
development of Da Nang?
environmental load, etc.
Why is AGT suitable for Da In particular, show how AGT will contribute to Da Nang as a leading
sightseeing and environmental city
Nang City?
Will AGT be established as Implement appropriate FS for this project. Also, organize the financial
direction.
a project?
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12. Potential for sideways development to other countries and
development promotion plans
Currently, buses are the only and main public transport in Da Nang City, but it is thought that buses
alone will not be sufficient in the future due to the assumed population growth, so a mid-level means of
transport or rail service such as AGT, BRT or LRT will be necessary. The potential for the expansion of
AGT to cities other than Da Nang in the future was studied from the view of population and population
density. The reason why population was used in this study was that demand generally becomes clear when
compared with the population. Meanwhile, in view of the fact that the length of the AGT in this project
will be approximately 14 km, it is preferable for a certain amount of the population to live along the AGT
lines. In this study, population density was also taken into consideration as the people leaving near AGT
stations will presumably change to using the AGT.
There will be approximately 28 million passengers on the AGT by 2060, and the Yurikamome Line
(the AGT route with the most passengers in Japan) had 44 million passengers in 2017, so it is thought
that the AGT will be able to meet the demand even if a population and population density increases by
50% than that of Da Nang City. On the other hand, regarding the lower limit, while it is difficult for
the AGT in this study to be profitable, results were extracted for cities with a population and population
density 10% lower than that of Da Nang City as there are some cities with a faster population growth
rate than Da Nang City. Based on these conditions, details for 34 cities from around the world were
extracted, as shown in the table below.

Figure 12-1 Cities with the same population and population density as Da Nang City
Source: Demographia World Urban Areas 14th Annual Edition, 2018.04

In this study, the flexible longitudinal and curved slopes that are characteristic of AGT will be utilized
for access to the airport in Da Nang City. Other forms of introduction include the following varieties,
which means that there is the potential for even more cities that are well suited to AGT systems due to
the above characteristics and the scale of urban population.
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Figure 12-2 AGT form of introduction
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13. Cost-competitiveness strengthening planning in the case that
domestic enterprises participate in the project
Regarding the north side of the Da Nang International Airport, it is expected that the height of buildings
in this area will be restricted in this project, so underground structures with a high cost of construction
work unit price will be used. For this reason, while it is necessary to confirm the specific limitation details
with relevant agencies that maintain Da Nang City and the airport, such as the Airports Corporation of
Vietnam (ACV), depending on the results, it may be possible to use an elevated structure. Furthermore, it
may also be possible to have an embankment structure, which has a lower unit price.
In addition, cost competitiveness could be strengthened by using locally supplied railroad H steel,
electricity lines as well as local general contractors, etc.
Regarding the rolling stock system, costs can be reduced by changing from automatic to manual
operation, by changing from PSD to platforms, and by making other simplifications to rolling stock
systems.
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14. Other necessary studies, etc.
14.1 Study of scope for schedule leading up to orders (FS)
This study was positioned as a preparatory feasibility study regarding the potential introduction of AGT
for use in the Ministry of Economy, Trade and Industry project viability study for the overseas expansion
of quality infrastructure. Following a request made by the local government of the partner country,
investigations will be continually advanced next year centering on items identified as issues in this year’s
study. Furthermore, the aim is to implement a full-scale FS in 2020 using the preparatory survey schemes
of JICA, etc., and, based on those results, to produce a basic plan, detailed plan and EIA, to establish SPC
and to find funding and carry out various procedures between 2021 and 2023. The aim is to start business
by 2030 with six years set aside as the period for construction work and the supply of rolling stock, etc.

14.2 Promotions toward introduction of AGT systems in Vietnam
(1) Production of example videos
In this study, example videos were produced in order for the partner local government to have a specific
idea of AGT introduction. This videos were shown to the Da Nang City government at the local briefing
session on February 15.
(2) Invitations to Japan
It is essential that the introduction of AGT is promoted by inviting key people from Vietnam to Japan,
and that their understanding of AGT is deepened by means of AGT test rides and discussions with AGT
manufacturers and management businesses, etc.
The Association for Overseas Technical Cooperation and Sustainable Partnerships (AOTS, former
HIDA) is implementing a project to invite overseas infrastructure business-people to Japan and it is
expected that Da Nang City government officials will be invited to Japan by means of this program.
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15. Briefing sessions implementation
15.1 Implementation schedule and stakeholders in partner country
Discussions and briefing sessions, etc., were held according to the following schedule with stakeholders
and relevant offices in Da Nang City and Hanoi in Vietnam.
Date

Other party

2018/11/12

Embassy of Japan in Vietnam

2018/11/12

JICA Hanoi

2018/11/12

Ministry of Planning and Investment

2018/11/12

Mizuho Bank Hanoi Branch

2018/11/13

Da Nang City People’s Committee

2018/11/13

Da Nang City Department of Transport (DOT)

2018/11/13

Da Nang City Department of Planning and Investment (DPI)

2018/11/29

Da Nang City Department of Transport (DOT)

2018/11/29

Da Nang City Department of Construction (DOC)

2018/11/29

Da Nang City Department of Natural Resources and Environment (DONRE)

2018/12/01

Ho Chi Minh City Sumitomo-CIENCO6 Consortium

2019/02/14

Embassy of Japan in Vietnam

2019/02/14

JICA Hanoi

2019/02/15

Da Nang City People’s Committee
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